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Introduction
Sir Linkalot says, ‘What is linking?’

‘In a quarter of  an hour lesson, a support teacher taught me how to spell nought��bMZW��¼

If  you read this sentence to a group of  young children, they would understand it, no problem. However, if  you asked them to write it down, 
Q\¼[�IVW\PMZ�UI\\MZ�IT\WOM\PMZ�

»9]IZ\MZ¼��»[]XXWZ\¼��»\I]OP\¼�IVL�»VW]OP\¼�ITT�KWV\IQV�\PM�[IUM�[W]VL�»WZ\¼�J]\�IZM�[XMTTML�LQNNMZMV\Ta�����_PI\�KPIVKM�PI^M�KPQTLZMV�OW\�_PMV�
\PMa�IZM�TMIZVQVO�\W�[XMTT'�<PIVS[�\W�TQVSQVO��M^MZa�KPIVKM	

1�LW�[W�TW^M�\PQ[�-VOTQ[P�TIVO]IOM�WN �W]Z[�I[�Q\�WZQOQVI\M[�NZWU�ITT�[WZ\[�WN �TIVO]IOM[��<PM�XZWJTMU�Q[��Q\�LWM[V¼\�PITN �UISM�[XMTTQVO�IV�Q[[]M	�
?M�KIV¼\�PI^M�Q\�JW\P�_Ia[��1�[]XXW[M�

There are techniques out there that can aid our spelling whether we are six or 66. Linking is one of  these techniques but is being massively 
underused. It works for learning any fact, which I will illustrate later on. However, the primary focus in this book is helping Key Stage 1 and 
Key Stage 2 students with their literacy: in particular, spelling. 

.QZ[\�\PQVO[�ÅZ[\��;QZ�4QVSITW\�°�_PI\�Q[�TQVSQVO'

)�XMZ[WV�[IaQVO�\PI\�\PMa�PI^M�I�JIL�UMUWZa�Q[�I�JQ\�WN �I�Ua\P��?M�ITT�PI^M�IUIbQVO�UMUWZQM[��ZMKITTQVO�^Q^QLTa��NWZ�M`IUXTM��\PQVO[�\PI\�
PIXXMVML�QV�W]Z�KPQTLPWWL��AW]Z�JZIQV�Q[�LM[QOVML�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�UWZM�NIK\[�IVL�UMUWZQM[�\PIV�aW]�KIV�XW[[QJTa�QUIOQVM��1\¼[�[IQL�\PI\�Q\�
permanently stores every single second of  your waking life! Bonkers but apparently true. The trick is recalling these facts when you need to. 
This is where linking comes in.

Linking is a way of  remembering a fact by creating a hook or a peg to hang the fact on, thereby making it easier to recall the fact at a 
TI\MZ�LI\M��1�TQSM�\W�KITT�\PQ[�PWWS�WZ�XMO�I�TQVS�°�I[�Q\�ZPaUM[�_Q\P�\PQVS	�?M�ZMUMUJMZ�\PQVO[�JM\\MZ�QN �Q\�PIL�I�JQO�QUXIK\�I\�\PM�\QUM��.WZ�
example, laughter, something visual or something clever that stimulates the brain tends to leave a bigger impression than most things. A 
strong link is one that makes you laugh, is clever or creates an unforgettable image.

:MKITTQVO�NIK\[�Ja�TQVSQVO�PI[�JMMV�IZW]VL�NWZ�KMV\]ZQM[�J]\�XMWXTM�PI^MV¼\�KW\\WVML�WV�\W�PW_�][MN]T�Q\�KIV�JM°�]V\QT�VW_�\PI\�Q[	

4QVSQVO�Q[�JI[QKITTa�IVW\PMZ�\MZU�NWZ�»UVMUWVQK¼�\PM�WNÅKQIT�LMÅVQ\QWV�WN �_PQKP�Q["�)�LM^QKM�][ML�I[�IV�IQL�QV�ZMUMUJMZQVO.

9]Q\M�WN\MV�_PMV�1�I[S�XMWXTM�_PI\�I�UVMUWVQK�Q[�\PMa�I]\WUI\QKITTa�[Ia�Q\¼[�I�ZPaUM��<PQ[�Q[�VW\�\PM�KI[M��

A link can be found in many shapes and sizes whether it be a catchy rhyme, an acronym or acrostic, a letter link (to be explained later), a 
XQK\]ZM��\PM�][M�WN �NIUW][�XMWXTM��V]UJMZ�XTIa�WZ�I�\WM�K]ZTQVO�KPMM[a�X]V��_M�ITT�TW^M�\PMU�J]\�\MVL�\W�LMVa�Q\��

1¼U�[]ZM�aW]¼^M�PMIZL�[WUM�WN �\PM�NWTTW_QVO�JMNWZM"

Never Eat Shredded Wheat or Naughty Elephants Squirt Water

This link helps you remember the compass points order.

0I^M�aW]�PMIZL�WN �\PM[M'

1�I\M�IVL�1�I\M�]V\QT�1�_I[�[QKS�WV�\PM�ÆWWZ��MQOP\�MQOP\[�IZM����

:ML�[Sa�I\�VQOP\��[PMXPMZL¼[�LMTQOP\��:ML�[Sa�QV�\PM�UWZVQVO��[PMXPMZL¼[�_IZVQVO�

Q�JMNWZM�M�M`KMX\�IN\MZ�K���6W_�LWV¼\�OM\�UM�[\IZ\ML�WV�\PI\�WVM	�

Big elephants can always understand small eTMXPIV\[���\PQ[�PMTX[�_Q\P�\PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �»JMKI][M¼�
�-TMXPIV\[�IZM�OM\\QVO�NIZ�\WW�U]KP�M`XW[]ZM�QV�UVMUWVQK[�I[�NIZ�I[�1¼U�KWVKMZVML��

Richard of  York gave battle in vain (the initial letters of  the colours of  the rainbow).
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There are 20 or 30 classics out in the ether somewhere but I felt linking shouldn’t stop there. So, I have sadly/not so sadly (delete as 
necessary) been thinking of  links for thousands of  facts and it won’t stop there! Here are a few spelling links to warm you up …

The CIA have special agents (this helps with the tough part of  the word order in ‘special’).

U R A natural speller (the ‘u’ of  natural often gets omitted).

Runny, runny, help ... oops! (this helps you spell the middle part of  the word diarrhoea where letters are often missed or put in the 
wrong order. The visual link here helps keep the link in your head).

;WUM�WN �\PM[M�TQVS[�_QTT�JM�TW[\�WV�\PM�_MMVQM[��<PMa�ZM�NWZ�aW]Z�JMVMÅ\�\W�QTT][\ZI\M�PW_�TQVSQVO�_WZS[��QV�OMVMZIT��0W_M^MZ��\PMZM�IZM�
P]VLZML[�WN �TQVS[�\PI\�_WZS�NWZ�\PM�Å^M��IVL�[Q`�aMIZ�WTL[�WN �\PQ[�_WZTL��KPQMÆa�\W�LW�_Q\P�[XMTTQVO�JI[QK�PQOP�NZMY]MVKa�_WZL[��-^MV�JM\\MZ��
these links can be used to remember words and facts throughout life.

Laws of Linking

1. Anyone can play.

2. It makes learning fun. The more fun you have, the easier it is to learn.

���<PMZM�Q[�IT_Ia[�UWZM�\PIV�WVM�[WT]\QWV��<Za�IVL�ÅVL�aW]Z�W_V�KWVVMK\QWV[�JMKI][M�QN �Q\�[�UMIVQVON]T�\W�aW]��Q\�TT�[\QKS�JM\\MZ��

The aim of  this book is to get the message across that, by employing linking at home, you can help your child enormously with their 
education. This book will concentrate on helping your child spell words from 'runny' to the far too graphical word above that doesn't need 
to be mentioned again. 
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The origin of Thinkalink

I contracted the linking lurgy whilst I was working in the money markets in 1995, an ‘illness’ I hasten to add that I have no desire of  being 
cured of. At the time, my general knowledge was absolutely rubbish; all I was good for was maths and sport. But, like a lot of  people, I have 
a fascination with maps. 

7VM�LIa��1�_I[�ÆQKSQVO�\PZW]OP�IV�I\TI[�IVL�[I_�\PI\�MIKP�[\I\M�WN �)UMZQKI�PIL�I�KIXQ\IT�KQ\a�_PQKP�_I[�VM_[�\W�QOVWZIV\�WT��UM��<PM�ÅZ[\�
WVM�1�TWWSML�I\�_I[�7PQW�[�KIXQ\IT��+WT]UJ][��5a�NI\PMZ�QV\ZWL]KML�UM�\W�KZW[[_WZL[�IVL�X]bbTM[�_PMV�1�_I[�I�VQXXMZ�[W�1�^M�IT_Ia[�TQSML�
XTIaQVO�_Q\P�_WZL[�IVL�MVRWaML�UMV\IT�KPITTMVOM[��+WV[MY]MV\Ta��JMQVO�ZMI[WVIJTa�M`XMZQMVKML�_Q\P�\PM�KWV[\Z]K\QWV�WN �_WZL[��1�X]\�7PQW�
IVL�+WT]UJ][�QV�I�UMUWZIJTM�[MV\MVKM�\W�TWKS�\PMU�\WOM\PMZ��\P][°

+PZQ[\WXPMZ�Columbus never stops travelling ... 'Oh, hi ... oh��PM�[�OWVM��IOIQV	��

;W�\PIVS[�\W�\PM�TQVS��\PM�VM`\�\QUM�1�PMIZ�\PM�[\I\M�WN �7PQW�UMV\QWVML��1�_QTT�\PQVS�WN �Q\[�KIXQ\IT��+WT]UJ][��WZ�\PM�W\PMZ�_Ia�ZW]VL��
of  course). 

1�_I[�VW_�I�TQVSMZ�IVL�WNÅKQITTa�PWWSML�

1�\PMV�TQVSML�\PM�W\PMZ��!�[\I\M[��[MMQVO�Q\�I[�I�X]bbTM�\PI\�1�R][\�PIL�\W�[WT^M��_PQKP�1�L]Ta�LQL��4QVSQVO�Q[�I�OIUM��IN\MZ�ITT��)TT�\PI\�[�ZMY]QZML�
to play this game is a brain, an imagination and the ability to laugh a lot. We can all link as we all have an imagination. Some will pick it up 
[\ZIQOP\I_Ia�_PMZMI[�Q\�_QTT�\ISM�\QUM�_Q\P�W\PMZ[��1\�[�I�^MZa�XW_MZN]T�TMIZVQVO�\WWT�I[�_M�KIV�ITT�KZMI\M�W]Z�W_V�TQVS�QN �_M�LWV�\�TQSM�\PM�WVM�
_M�PMIZL��1\�[]ZM�JMI\[�TMIZVQVO�Ja�ZW\M��Q�M��\_W�IVL�\_W�Q[�NW]Z��NW]Z�IVL�NW]Z�Q[�MQOP\��MQOP\�IVL�MQOP\�Q[����°�\_W�IVL�\_W�Q[�NW]Z��NW]Z�IVL�
NW]Z�Q[�MQOP\��MQOP\�IVL�MQOP\�Q[��������\_W�IVL�\_W�Q[�NW]Z�����M\K��M\K��M\K�����bbb�

0I^QVO�K]\�Ua�\MM\P�WV�[\I\M�KIXQ\IT[��1�\PMV�X]\�I[QLM�Ua�LIQTa�KZW[[_WZL�KPITTMVOM�IVL�XZWKMMLML�\W�TQVS�TQSM�aW]�_W]TLV�\�JMTQM^M�
_PMVM^MZ�1�PIL�I�[XIZM�UWUMV\��Q\�[�I�_WVLMZ�\PI\�Ua�_QNM�Q[�[\QTT�_Q\P�UM	���

.QZ[\�]X�_I[�\PM�LI]V\QVO�\I[S�WN �\PM�����WZ�[W�_WZTL�KIXQ\IT[��WVM�WN �\PM�\WX�\PZMM�UW[\�XWX]TIZ�KI\MOWZQM[�WV�\PM�___�<PQVSITQVS�KW�]S�
_MJ[Q\M�ITWVO�_Q\P�;XMTTQVO�IVL�5MIVQVO�WN �?WZL[���

0MZM�[�WVM�KW]V\Za�KIXQ\IT�TQVS�\PI\�[�[\WWL�\PM�\M[\�WN �\QUM����

Oman/Muscat. ... Oh man, I must cut�Ua�PIQZ	
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7VKM�1¼L�TQVSML�\PW[M��1�PIL�\W�UW^M�WV\W�\PM�VM`\�KPITTMVOM��)XXMITQVO�8]J�9]Qb�KI\MOWZQM[�[MMUML�IV�WJ^QW][�ZW]\M�\W�\ISM�����.WW\JITT�
Grounds, Best Film at the Oscars, Currencies, Christmas Number 1s, 12 Days of  Christmas, James Bond (years and songs), 12 Apostles, 10 
Commandments, Champagne Bottle Sizes (obviously), Airports, Time Zones, 12 Chinese New Years, American State Nicknames, Signs 
WN �\PM�BWLQIK��7TaUXQK�>MV]M[�IVL�\PM�;M^MV�?WVLMZ[�WN �\PM�)VKQMV\�?WZTL��1�NMT\�\PI\�1�PIL�VW_�MIZVML�Ua�[\ZQXM[�IVL�N]TTa�R][\QÅML�I�
XTIKM�QV�\PM�\MIU�NWZ�ZMI[WV[�W\PMZ�\PIV�R][\�J]aQVO�Ua�»[]XMZ[\IZ¼�\MIUUI\M[�LZQVS[�ITT�VQOP\��

This obsessive hobby continued with categories that were drifting into the educational world ... Bones of  the Body, Greek & Roman Gods/
/WLLM[[M[��*ZQ\Q[P�8ZQUM�5QVQ[\MZ[��)UMZQKIV�8ZM[QLMV\[��*I\\TM[���?IZ[��3QVO[�IVL�9]MMV[��0Q[\WZQKIT�,I\M[�IVL�\PM�8MZQWLQK�<IJTM�

1V�������Q\�PQ\�UM�\PI\�\PQ[�_I[�I�\ZMUMVLW][�TMIZVQVO�\WWT�NWZ�KPQTLZMV�\W�TMIZV�IVa�NIK\�\PI\�\PM�\MIKPMZ�KIZML�\W�\PZW_�I\�\PMU��;W��1�
OW\�LW_V�\W�[WUM�[MZQW][�TQVSQVO�J][QVM[[�IVL�_WZSML�WV�PMI^a�L]\a�ML]KI\QWVIT�KI\MOWZQM[�TQSM�/ZIUUI\QKIT�-ZZWZ[��?WZL�5MIVQVO[��
+WUUWVTa�5Q[[XMTTML�?WZL[��.ZMVKP��;XIVQ[P��/MZUIV�IVL�4I\QV�?WZL[��<QUM[�<IJTM[��;KQMVKM�.WZU]TIM��

0I^QVO�TQVSML�UWZM�\PIV��������NIK\[�QV�W^MZ�����KI\MOWZQM[�W^MZ�I����aMIZ�XMZQWL��1�VW_�NMT\�1�_I[�_MTT�MY]QXXML�\W�\MTT�\PM�_WZTL�IJW]\�
TQVSQVO��;W��QV���� ��1�[WTL�Ua�[PIZM[�QV�\PM�ZMKZ]Q\UMV\�KWUXIVa�1�NW]VLML�QV��!! �IVL�TI]VKPML�___�<PQVSITQVS�KW�]S�_PQKP�Q[�I�
meeting place to learn a link for any fact or spelling you care to mention.

)�JQO�NI\�XT][�IJW]\�\PM�_PWTM�[PWW\QVO�UI\KP�WN �[XMTTQVO�IVL�NIK\�TQVSQVO�Q[�\PI\�\PMZM¼[�VW�ZQOP\�WZ�_ZWVO�IV[_MZ��1N �\PM�TQVS�aW]¼^M�KZMI\ML�
_WZS[�NWZ�aW]��\PMV�Q\�_WZS[��1\¼[�OZMI\�\W�\PQVS�WN �aW]Z�W_V�TQVS[�JMKI][M�\PMV�\PMa�IZM�UWZM�UMIVQVON]T�\W�aW]�\PMZMJa�UISQVO�\PMU�UWZM�
UMUWZIJTM��1\�LWM[V¼\�UI\\MZ�QN �aW]Z�KZMI\QWV�LWM[V¼\�_WZS�NWZ�IVaWVM�MT[M��1N �Q\�LWM[�\PMV�\PI\�Q[�\PM�KPMZZa�WV�\PM�KISM	

<PMZM�KIV�JM�UWZM�\PIV�WVM�IV[_MZ��<PMZM�KW]TL�JM��[Ia��Å^M�TQVS[�NWZ�\PM�KIXQ\IT�WN �;_MLMV��_PQKP�Q[�;\WKSPWTU�IVL�[M^MZIT�TQVS[�\W�
remember the spelling of  a single word. You might even create a fantastic spelling link to beat mine!

Spreading the joy of linking

;QVKM�\PM�TI]VKP�QV���� ��;QZ�4QVSITW\��UM	��PI[�^Q[Q\ML�UIVa�[KPWWT[��]X�IVL�LW_V�\PM�KW]V\Za��QV\ZWL]KQVO�\PW][IVL[�WN �KPQTLZMV�\W�
the world of  linking. This includes the weenies in Year 1 all the way up to the sixth form. I tend to spend the day there giving one hour 
workshops with each individual year. Included in these visits is an extra spelling session at the end of  the day for those who would like to 
brush up on their spelling. 

?M�PI^M�I�TW\�WN �N]V�IVL�TI]OP\MZ�QV�\PM[M�_WZS[PWX[�I[�1�KPITTMVOM�\PM�KPQTLZMV��QVLQ^QL]ITTa�IVL�QV�OZW]X[�\W�\PQVS�WN �I�TQVS��<PM�KPQTLZMV�
come out of  the workshop having got the message that linking is an extremely fun, interactive learning tool which they can put to use 
QUUMLQI\MTa�\W�OM\�\PMQZ�[XMTTQVO�QV�\QX�\WX�KWVLQ\QWV�

I insist that all teachers sit in on at least one of  these sessions so they can grasp the techniques to put into use in everyday school life. 
<PMQZ�XIZ\QKQXI\QWV�Q[�SMa�I[�WVKM�1¼^M�OWVM�Q\¼[�^Q\IT�\PI\�\PMa�SMMX�[XZMILQVO�\PM�RWa��2][\�\PM�[IUM��Q\¼[�QUXWZ\IV\�NWZ�aW]��I[�I�XIZMV\��\W�
understand how to link so you can help your child remember existing links while also creating their own. 

Remember, have fun with linking!

Sir Linkalot
Sir Linkalot
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Chapter One: The eight linking techniques
How do you think of a link?

4QVSQVO��TQSM�IVa\PQVO��\ISM[�XZIK\QKM��;WUM�TQVS[�_QTT�PQ\�aW]�[\ZIQOP\�WV�\PM�KPWX[�QV�I�PMIZ\JMI\��W\PMZ[�KW]TL�\ISM�I�_PQTM��1¼^M�PIL�UIVa�
aMIZ[¼�XZIK\QKM�IVL�\MVL�\W�][M�WVM�WN �\PM�MQOP\�\MKPVQY]M[�QV�\PQ[�KPIX\MZ�_PMV�\ZaQVO�\W�think of  a link. 

<PQ[�LWM[V¼\�UMIV�\W�[Ia�\PI\�aW]�PI^M�\W�WVTa�IXXTa�\PM[M�UM\PWL[�IVL�\PM[M�UM\PWL[�ITWVM��?PMV�1�[M\�W]\�WV�Ua�TQVSQVO�RW]ZVMa��
UIVa�UWWV[�IOW��1�_I[�I_IZM�WN �WVTa�[Q`�WN �\PMU��1�[\]UJTML�IKZW[[�\PM�W\PMZ�\_W���[\WZa�TQVSQVO�IVL�TM\\MZ�TQVSQVO�MV�ZW]\M��?PI\�1�TW^M�
IJW]\�TQVSQVO�Q[�\PI\�Q\�\IX[�QV\W�M^MZaWVM¼[�QUIOQVI\QWV��AW]�W_V�aW]Z�QUIOQVI\QWV�[W�\PMZM�IZM�VW�Z]TM[�\W�ILPMZM�\W��VW�PMIT\P�IVL�[INM\a�
regulations and no terms or conditions.

<PM�UM\PWL[�JMTW_�_WZS�NWZ�UM�J]\�UIa�VW\�VMKM[[IZQTa�_WZS�NWZ�aW]�I[�W]Z�UQVL[�_WZS�LQNNMZMV\Ta��;W��I[�\PM�[IaQVO�OWM[��WVM�UIV¼[�
UMLQKQVM�Q[�IVW\PMZ�UIV¼[�XWQ[WV��1�IU�[]ZM�\PMZM�IZM�UIVa�W\PMZ�_Ia[�WN �ZMUMUJMZQVO�\PQVO[�J]\�[WUM�WN �\PM[M�MQOP\�[PW]TL�[M\�aW]�WNN �
QV�\PM�ZQOP\�LQZMK\QWV��1�[Ia�»[WUM¼�I[�aW]�LWV¼\�VMML�\W�ZM[\ZQK\�aW]Z[MTN �\W�R][\�WVM�\MKPVQY]M��<PM�UWZM�UM\PWL[�aW]�KIV�][M�QV�I�TQVS�\PM�
OZMI\MZ�\PM�QUXZM[[QWV�Q\�_QTT�TMI^M��1V�\PM�QV\ZWL]K\QWV�WN �\PQ[�JWWS��\PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �»LQIZZPWMI¼�][M[�\MKPVQY]M[�\_W��NW]Z�IVL�[M^MV�_PQKP�
are acrostics, visual and humour. 

?PMV�aW]�TWWS�I\�\PM�UM\PWL[��_PQKP�IZM�M`XTIQVML�N]Z\PMZ�WV��LWV¼\�NMMT�\PM�VMML�\W�XQKS�WVM�IVL�[\QKS�_Q\P�\PI\�IVL��UWZM�QUXWZ\IV\Ta��
LWV¼\�LQ[UQ[[�WVM�WN �\PM�UM\PWL[�W]\�WN �PIVL��<PM�NIK\�\PI\�aW]�UIa�VW\�PI^M�][ML�[WUM�WN �\PMU�\W�LI\M�LWM[V¼\�UMIV�\PI\�\PMa�_WV¼\�
_WZS�NWZ�aW]��*M�WXMV�\W�ITT�WN �\PMU�I[�[WUM�UIa�OZW_�WV�aW]��.WZ�M`IUXTM��QVQ\QITTa�1�_I[V¼\�I�NIV�WN �][QVO�IKZW[\QK[��1�NMMT�\PMa�IZM�
massively overused which lessens their effect, thereby putting me off  using them. I have now seen the light and realise that it is an extremely 
XW_MZN]T�\MKPVQY]M�_PMV�][ML�KWZZMK\Ta��Q�M��LQIZZPWMI��6M^MZ�-I\�;PZMLLML�?PMI\��:QKPIZL�WN �AWZS�����M\K�

7V�Ua�\ZI^MT[��UIVa�KPQTLZMV�IVL�\MIKPMZ[�[Ia�\PI\�\PMa�IZM�^Q[]IT�TMIZVMZ[�_PQKP�UIa�_MTT�JM�\PM�KI[M���XQK\]ZM[�\MVL�\W�JM�MI[QMZ�\W�ZMKITT�
\PIV�_WZL[��*]\�\PI\�LWM[V¼\�UMIV�\PMa�[PW]TL�ZM[\ZQK\�\PMU[MT^M[�\W�R][\�][QVO�QUIOM[�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�\PQVO[��,WV¼\�NWZOM\��W]Z�QUIOQVI\QWV[�
have no restrictions or parameters. 

<PM�JMI]\a�WN �TQVSQVO�Q[�\PI\�1�KIV¼\�NWZKM�I�TQVS�\W�_WZS�WV�aW]�J]\�1�KIV�[\ZWVOTa�]ZOM�aW]�\W�JM�WXMV�\W�\PM�MQOP\�UM\PWL[�JMTW_��1�
IXXZMKQI\M�\PI\�[WUM�_WV¼\�_WZS�NWZ�aW]�QVQ\QITTa�J]\�\PM�UWZM�aW]�\Za�\W�][M�\PMU�\PM�UWZM�KPIVKM�aW]�KIV�\PQVS�WN �I�\aXM�WN �TQVSQVO�I[�aW]Z�
»JIVSMZ¼�WZ�»OW�\W¼�UM\PWL��1¼U�OWQVO�\W�\MIKP�aW]�[WUM�TQVSQVO�UM\PWL[�NWZ�NIK\[�I[�_MTT�I[�[XMTTQVO�TQVSQVO��I[�\PM�\_W�OW�PIVL�QV�PIVL�

1. Couplets (rhymes)

=[QVO�I�\_W�TQVM�ZPaUM�Q[�I�N]V��J]\�UWZM�QUXWZ\IV\Ta��^MZa�XW_MZN]T�_Ia�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�[WUM\PQVO��<PM�WNÅKQIT�\MZU�NWZ�\PQ[�\aXM�WN �ZPaUM�
is a couplet.

0MZM¼[�WVM�\W�ZMKITT�\PI\�/]a�.I_SM[¼�NIQTML�/]VXW_LMZ�8TW\�_I[�QV�������

<PMZM�_I[�I�*)6/�I\�\PM�LWWZ�I\�Å^M�XI[\�NW]Z��������

������Q[�����XU�IVL�I�OWWL�JIKS�]X�Q[�\PI\����Q[�\PM��\P�LIa�QV�6W^MUJMZ�

1N �aW]�IZM�K]ZQW][�I[�\W�_PW�.I_SM[�_I[�\ZaQVO�\W�I[[I[[QVI\M��3QVO�2IUM[�1��\PMV�\PQ[�KW]XTM\�[PW]TL�TQOP\�aW]Z�ÅZM���

3QVO�2IUM[�\PM�;KW\�LQLV¼\�TQSM�ÆIUM[�I�TW\

<PM�ÅZ[\�WN �UIVa�_IZVQVO["

5ISM�[]ZM�\PM�KW]XTM\�Q[�[PWZ\�IVL�[VIXXa��I�JQ\�TQSM�\PM�L_IZN �»/Z]UXa¼���7^MZ][M�WN �\PQ[�M`KMTTMV\�\ZQML�IVL�\M[\ML�\MKPVQY]M�TM[[MV[�\PM�
impact. So use it wisely.

2. Acrostics

)V�IKZW[\QK��PMZM¼[�I�[QUXTM�^Q[]IT�TQVS�NWZ�IV�IKZW[\QK"�I����c�Q[�_PMZM�aW]�UISM�I�[MV\MVKM�W]\�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�TM\\MZ�WN �MIKP�_WZL�QV�\PM�
sequence to make it more memorable. This is particularly useful in spelling or learning a sequence like the order of  the planets. 

;XMTTQVO�M`IUXTM"�<PM�_WZL�»N]\]ZM¼�KIV�JM�UQ[[XMTTML�QV�\_W�WZ�\PZMM�LQNNMZMV\�XTIKM[��;W�\PQ[�Q[�_PMZM�IV�IKZW[\QK�KWUM[�QV\W�Q\[�W_V��I[�Q\�
includes every letter.
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Freshen up the universe. Recycle everything.

This technique is very often misused. It’s crucial that you make it relevant.

For example: Freddie used the umbrella, readily, everyday ... is very forgettable as it has nothing to do with the word ‘future’ whereas the 
recycling message has.

Warning: Only use an acrostic for the tricky part of  the word as the longer the acrostic, the harder it is to remember..

Here’s an example of  how a link works to remember sequences. Starting with the nearest to the Sun, the order of  the planets are:

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune 

(Fact: Pluto has recently been demoted to being a humble dwarf  planet so we’re ignoring it. In case you wondered, it’s the last planet.) 

My Very Enormous Monster Just Sucked Up Neptune 

Note: Mercury and Mars could be mixed up. Just remember that ‘my’ and ‘Mercury’ begin and end with the same letters.

3. Famous people/things

4QVSQVO�NIK\[�\W�I�NIUW][�\PQVO�WZ�XMZ[WV�Q[�I�[]ZM�ÅZM�_Ia�WN �ZMUMUJMZQVO�[WUM\PQVO�

Let’s give you a couple of  examples.

Chocolate, as wonderful as it is, is not an easy word to spell:

Chocola\M�ÆI^W]ZML�+WKI�Cola? Gross!

US state Indiana is known as the Hoosier state.

Hey, Indiana Jones! Dr Who’s here for you. 

Staying with the doctor that little bit longer ...

The word ‘wondrous’ is often spelt with a sneaky little vowel between the ‘d’ and ‘r’.
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The wondrous Dr�?PW

7N �KW]Z[M��QN �aW]�PI^MV¼\�PMIZL�WN �+WKI�+WTI�WZ�,Z�?PW�\PMV�\PM[M�TQVS[�LWV¼\�_WZS	

4. Visual links

5IVa�XMWXTM�IZM�^Q[]IT�TMIZVMZ[��?PMV�aW]�PI^M�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�\PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �I�_WZL��aW]�\Za�IVL�KZMI\M�I�UMV\IT�XQK\]ZM�QV�aW]Z�UQVL�
WN �\PM�WZLMZ�J]\�Q\¼[�VW\�MI[a��<PZW]OPW]\�\PQ[�JWWS�aW]�_QTT�[MM�[WUM�KIZ\WWV[�WN �^Q[]IT�TQVS[��)�^Q[]IT�TQVS�KIV�PMTX�KWUUQ\�\PM�_WZL�\W�
UMUWZa�I[�XQK\]ZM[�KIV�[WUM\QUM[�JM�MI[QMZ�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�\PIV�I�[XMKQÅK�WZLMZ�WN �TM\\MZ[�

.WZ�M`IUXTM��QN �aW]�VMML�\W�SVW_�PW_�\W�[XMTT�»MaM¼��aW]�PI^M�\W�TMIZV�NW]Z�QVLQ^QL]IT�\PQVO[��\PM�»M¼��\PM�»a¼��IVW\PMZ�»M¼�IVL�\PM�WZLMZ��<PQ[�
_WZL�Q[�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�\ZQKSa�I[�aW]�KIV¼\�PMIZ�IVa�WN �\PM�\PZMM�TM\\MZ[��?Q\P�\PM�QUIOM�JMTW_��aW]�WVTa�PI^M�\W�TMIZV�WVM�\PQVO��VW\�NW]Z���\PM�
NIKM�_PMZM�\PM�MaM[�IZM�LZI_V�I[�IV�»M¼�IVL�\PM�VW[M�IVL�UW]\P�_PQKP�IZM�ZMXZM[MV\ML�Ja�I�»a¼�

This is a powerful link as we are using a fact that the child already knows, here this is the order of  the features on a face. Therefore they 
LWV¼\�PI^M�\W�TMIZV�\PM�WZLMZ�WN �\PM�\PZMM�TM\\MZ[�e, y and e. A strong link means latching it onto information that a child already knows. 

4M\¼[�TWWS�I\�IVW\PMZ�WVM�

<PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �»\PMQZ¼�IVL�»\PMZM¼�IZM�WN\MV�UQ`ML�]X��[W�I�LQ[\QVK\QWV�PI[�\W�JM�UILM��

Their: Belonging to them.

There: In or at that place

Their: The ‘i’ is a person 

There: The ‘r¼�Q[�I�[QOVXW[\�
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You can bring to life anything you need to remember.

AW]¼^M�ITZMILa�[MMV�I�KW]XTM\�NWZ������JMQVO�\PM�aMIZ�WN �\PM�/]VXW_LMZ�8TW\��0W_M^MZ��aW]�UIa�XZMNMZ�I�^Q[]IT�TQVS�\W�KWUUQ\�Q\�\W�
UMUWZa��)\�WVM�WN �Ua�ZMKMV\�UWV\PTa�[KPWWT�<PQVSITQVS�KT]J[��IV����aMIZ�WTL�OQZT�KZMI\ML�\PQ[�TQVS�_PQKP�1�\PQVS�Q[�NIJ°

»<PMZM�_I[�I�*)6/��	��I\�\PM�LWWZ�I\�Å^M�XI[\�NW]Z��������¼���\ISM�aW]Z�XQKS	

If  you are a visual learner and you can think of  a link then try and bring it to life by drawing your own cartoon. It will make it more 
UMUWZIJTM��M[XMKQITTa�QN �Q\¼[�aW]Z�W_V�KZMI\QWV	

5. Story linking

I want to tell you a story ...

The story line is the thread of  a story which keeps it together very much like a link keeps together the thing(s) you need to learn. Putting a 
few facts into a short story is an excellent learning technique. 

<PMZM�IZM�I�TW\�WN �NIK\[�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�PMZM"�»<PM�_WZTL¼[�PQOPM[\�UW]V\IQV�Q[�5W]V\�-^MZM[\�_PQKP�Q[�QV�\PM�KW]V\Za�WN �6MXIT��1\�_I[�ÅZ[\�
KTQUJML�Ja�;QZ�-LU]VL�0QTTIZa�IVL�;PMZXI�<MVbQVO�¼
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4M\¼[�\PQVS�WN �I�TQVS�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�\PM[M�NIK\[�Ja�KZMI\QVO�I�[PWZ\�[\WZa��<Za�[IaQVO�Q\�W]\�TW]L"

‘I need to Everest as my legs are Tenzing�]X�IVL�1¼^M�IV�Nepalling stitch. This is a lot more Hillary�\PIV�1�ÅZ[\�\PW]OP\�¼

6. Numbers

All ten numbers look like letters.

��%�1� ��%�B� ��%�-��JIKS_IZL[�� ��%�)� ��%�;�
��%�J�WZ�/� ��%�R�WZ�a�  �%�*�� � !�%�O� ��%�7

;W�JMIZ�\PQ[�QV�UQVL�_PMV�aW]�VMML�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�I�NIK\�\PI\�KWV\IQV[�\PM�IJW^M�TM\\MZ[��1\¼[�IV�M`\ZMUMTa�][MN]T�\MKPVQY]M�

;M[[QWV�Q[V¼\�\PM�MI[QM[\�_WZL�\W�[XMTT��=[QVO������IVL����_M�OM\����

������%�����<PI\�MVL[�\WLIa¼[�UI\P[�[M����n.

7. Humour (including puns)

5W[\�XMWXTM�_WV¼\�WNÅKQITTa�ILUQ\�\PI\�\PMa�TQSM�JIL�RWSM[�J]\�WN\MV�PI^M�I�[VMISa�OQOOTM�WV�\PM�Y]QM\��)�JIL�RWSM�][]ITTa�QVKT]LM[�I�XTIa�WV�
_WZL[�Q�M��I�X]V���\PI\�ZPaUM[�_Q\P�N]V	�?QTTQIU�;PISM[XMIZM��ISI�*QTTa�?IOOTMLIOOMZ��_I[�I�X]V�UI[\MZ��;W�_PW�IZM�_M�\W�IZO]M�_Q\P�\PM�
/ZMI\�*IZL�PQU[MTN '

;WUM\PQVO�\PI\�UISM[�aW]�TI]OP�\MVL[�\W�OM\�I]\WUI\QKITTa�TWKSML�QV�\PM�TWVO�\MZU�UMUWZa�JIVS��?M�ITT�_IV\�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�\PQVO[�\PI\�
make us chuckle.

Prepare yourself  for a couple of  cheesy puns ...

French Words: 

0WZ[M�KPM^IT���<W�[KWWX�]X�I�horse¼[�V]UJMZ�\_W[��aW]�][M�I�cheval. 

+PQKSMV�XW]TM\���7Q��5Q[[�Chicken	�,WV¼\�TIa�I�poo ... lay an egg! (Sorry.)

1\¼[�ITT�OWWL�X]V�

8. Letter linking

To say that I am hugely pumped about the prospect of  telling you how fantastic this underused learning technique is would be a gross 
]VLMZ[\I\MUMV\��1\�Q[�UISQVO�I�[MZQW][�LMV\�QV�KPQTLZMV¼[�[XMTTQVO�Q[[]M[��ZMOIZLTM[[�WN �IOM�IVL�IJQTQ\a��1�IXXZMKQI\M�\PI\�\PQ[�Q[�I�JWTL�
[\I\MUMV\�IVL�\PMV�[WUM��J]\�Q\¼[�VW\�]VNW]VLML�

More often than not, there is just one tricky letter which makes people misspell a word. This is good news, as the fewer letters that are the 
issue, the easier it is to link. 

Letter linking is using a familiar expression to help you spell a word. 

This is the formula:

(Tricky word to spell) + (easier word to spell) + (expression) = tricky word spelled correctly!

+PQTLZMV�SVW_�\PW][IVL[�WN �NIK\[�IVL�M`XZM[[QWV[��4M\¼[�OM\�\PMU�\W�][M�\PM[M�\W�PMTX�\PMU�TMIZV�W\PMZ�\PQVO[��ZI\PMZ�\PIV�UISQVO�]X�I�VM_�
mnemonic which they need to learn as well!

4M\¼[�OQ^M�aW]�I�KW]XTM�WN �M`IUXTM[��

The ‘w¼�WN �»wZQ[\¼��\PM�»g¼�WN �gnome and the ‘b¼�WN �»KWUb¼�IZM�ITT�[QTMV\�TM\\MZ[��?M�VMML�I�letter link to remind you of  this.

Wrap: wrap up warm Crumb: breadcrumb Write: write words
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;MM�PW_�\PM�ÅZ[\�TM\\MZ�WN �\PM�[MKWVL�_WZL�‘warm’ reminds you of  the letter ‘w¼�QV�»wZIX¼�

<PMZM¼[�VW�TQUQ\�\W�TM\\MZ�TQVSQVO��<PQ[�\MKPVQY]M�KIV�IT[W�_WZS�NWZ�U]T\QXTM�TM\\MZ[��

Biscuit: Cup of  tea and a biscuit ... or ... custard cream biscuit.

Surprise: Burp! That surprised me.

Exaggerate: You need to exaggerate to stagger me.

;W�QN �aW]�KIV�[XMTT�»K]X¼��»J]ZX¼�IVL�»[\IOOMZ¼�\PMV�aW]�KIV�[XMTT�»JQ[K]Q\¼��»[]ZXZQ[M¼�IVL�»M`IOOMZI\M¼��1N �aW]�KIV¼\�[XMTT�»K]X¼��»J]ZX¼�WZ�
»[\IOOMZ¼�\PMV�_M�VMML�\W�\PQVS�WN �TQVS[�NWZ�\PW[M�ÅZ[\��?PMV�Q\�KWUM[�\W�IXXTaQVO�TQVSQVO�\W�[XMTTQVO��[\IZ\�_Q\P�\PM�[UITT�JI[QK�_WZL[�\PMV�
work up to the biggies when the time is right. One step at a time...

1¼TT�JM�M`XTIQVQVO�\PQ[�WP�[W�NIJJa�\MKPVQY]M�QV�I�TW\�UWZM�LM\IQT�QV�\PM�VM`\�KPIX\MZ�NWZ�WWLTM[�WN �_WZL[�][MN]T�NWZ�AMIZ���IVL�]X��

1�UISM�VW�IXWTWOa�NWZ�ZMXMI\QVO�Ua[MTN �J]\�1�KIV¼\�\MTT�aW]�PW_�][MN]T�Q\�Q[�NWZ�[XMTTQVO��

1V�NIK\��TM\¼[�LW�I�Y]QKS�M`MZKQ[M�_PQKP�aW]�KIV�\Za�_Q\P�aW]Z�KPQTL��7VKM�aW]¼^M�M`XTIQVML�\PM�letter linking technique, ask them if  they can 
think of  a letter link (or two) for the following words...

�1¼^M�PQOPTQOP\ML�\PM�\ZQKSa�TM\\MZ�_PQKP�VMML[�\W�JM�\PM�ÅZ[\�TM\\MZ�WN �IVW\PMZ�_WZL��

4M\¼[�TWWS�I\�»cPMN ¼�ÅZ[\�

The way to phrase it is:

»?PI\�LW�KPMN[�LW'¼

And the link is: chefs cook.

Your turn!

Desert:

Wrong:

Whole:

Knife:

(Suggested answers are at the end of  this chapter. Have a go before you have a peek.)

Letter linking can also help you with other facts to learn, in particular the meaning of  words. If  you can match a big chunk of  the word that 
aW]�VMML�\W�TMIZV�_Q\P�IV�MI[QMZ�_WZL�\PI\�PI[�I�[QUQTIZ�UMIVQVO��\PMV�aW]¼ZM�WNN �\W�\PM�ZIKM[	

For example:

=\QTQ[M�UMIV[�»\W�][M¼�

+W^MZ\�UMIV[�»PQLLMV¼�WZ�»[MKZM\¼��I�KW^MZ\�WXMZI\QWV�QV�\PM�IZUa��

.ZIQT�UMIV[�»NZIOQTM¼�

8]ZOM�UMIV[�»\W�UISM�X]ZM¼�WZ�»KTMIV[M¼��\W�X]ZOM�aW]Z�JWLa�WZ�[W]T��

+]TXIJTM�UMIV[�»O]QT\a¼�WZ�»LM[MZ^QVO�WN �JTIUM¼�

<PM[M�_WZL[�UQOP\�VW\�IXXTa�\W�\PM�aW]VOMZ�KPQTLZMV�R][\�aM\��<PMa¼ZM�R][\�\W�QTT][\ZI\M�\PM�LQ^MZ[Q\a�WN �letter linking.
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?Q\P�\PM�ÅZ[\�NW]Z�PMZM�·�KW^MZ\�IVL�X]ZOM���\ISM�I�TWWS�QV[QLM�IVL�[MM�_PI\�KIV�JM�ZM^MITML��

?Q\P�\PM�TI[\�WVM��KIV�aW]�\PQVS�WN �I�_WZL�\PI\�JMOQV[�_Q\P�»K]TX¼�\PI\�PI[�[WUM\PQVO�\W�LW�_Q\P�»O]QT\a¼�WZ�»LM[MZ^QVO�WN �JTIUM¼'

Hopefully you have come up with the following:

Utilise: use.

Cover\"�KW^MZ��QN �aW]�KW^MZ�[WUM\PQVO�Q\¼[�PQLLMV�WZ�[MKZM\��

Frail: NZIgile.

Purge: pure.

Culpable: culprit.

)TT�\PM�PIVLN]T�WN �_WZL[�QV�\PM�LQK\QWVIZa�\PI\�JMOQV�»K]TX¼�UMIV�»JTIUM_WZ\Pa¼��<PMa�LMZQ^M�NZWU�\PM�4I\QV�»K]TXI¼�_PQKP�UMIV[�»JTIUM¼��
So linking is very useful to show you where words originate.

Suggested answers for the five letter links on page 13

Desert sand Desert sun Sahara desert

Wrong way.

Whole world.

Kitchen knife.

1\�LWM[V¼\�UI\\MZ�QN �\PMa�KIV¼\�[XMTT�\PM�KWZZM[XWVLQVO�_WZL�Q�M��;IPIZI��?WZTL�WZ�3Q\KPMV��)TT�\PMa�VMML�\W�SVW_�Q[�\PM�ÅZ[\�TM\\MZ��?M� 
can think of  links for the rest of  the word separately.
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Chapter Two: Spelling techniques 
Why spelling is important

1�ZMKMV\Ta�ZMIL�QV�I�VI\QWVIT�VM_[XIXMZ�\PI\����WN �XMWXTM�R]LOM�aW]�VMOI\Q^MTa�QN �aW]�IZM�I�_MIS�[XMTTMZ��4QVSQVO�_WV¼\�VMKM[[IZQTa�JZQVO�
that percentage down but what it will hopefully do is exclude your child from that bracket.

1\�LWM[�PMTX�MVWZUW][Ta�\PI\�_M�IZM�QV�\PM�_WZTL�WN �\PM�»[XMTTKPMY]M¼��[WZZa��KW]TLV¼\�ZM[Q[\�Q\���1\¼[�M`\ZMUMTa�ZMTQIJTM�J]\�LWM[�\PZW_�aW]�
once in a while, as it struggles to shake off  its American roots. Plus there is the added problem that you might spell a word correctly, but 
Q\�Q[�QV�\PM�_ZWVO�KWV\M`\#�\PQ[�Q[�M[XMKQITTa�QUXWZ\IV\�_PMV�Q\�KWUM[�\W�PWUWXPWVM[�[]KP�I[�»\PMZM¼�IVL�»\PMQZ¼�WZ�»aW]¼ZM¼�IVL�»aW]Z¼��<PM�
[XMTTKPMKS�\PQVS[�Q\�Q[�ZQOP\��J]\�I�ZMILMZ�_QTT�SVW_�Q\�Q[V¼\��<PI\¼[�_Pa�aW]�[\QTT�VMML�\W�SVW_�PW_�\W�[XMTT�M^MV�_PMV�][QVO�I�KWUX]\MZ�

;WUM�QVKZMLQJTM�XZM�\MKPVWTWOa�»UW^MZ[�IVL�[PISMZ[¼�PIL�[MZQW][�TMIZVQVO�LQNÅK]T\QM[�J]\�\PMa�[\]KS�_Q\P�Q\�IVL�[]KKMMLML�QV�\PMQZ�ÅMTL��
<PM[M�LIa[��KPQTLZMV�_PW�[\Z]OOTM�_Q\P�\PMQZ�[XMTTQVO�IZM�ITTW_ML�\W�][M�KWUX]\MZ[�QV�KTI[[�·�IV�M`KMTTMV\�QLMI��<PM�TI[\�\PQVO�aW]�_IV\�\W�
LW�Q[�KZ][P�I�KPQTL¼[�[XQZQ\�L]M�\W�I�TMIZVQVO�LQNNMZMVKM�\PMa�UIa�PI^M��<MKPVWTWOa�Q[�I�_WVLMZN]T�\PQVO�IVL�[PW]TL�JM�MUJZIKML�_PMV�Q\�
comes to education. 

/WQVO�JIKS�\W�\PI\�[\I\��Q\�UMIV[�\PI\�WVM�QV�M^MZa�\_W�XMWXTM�_PW�QV\MZ^QM_�aW]�NWZ�I�RWJ�_QTT�\]ZV�aW]�LW_V�QN �aW]¼ZM�[XMTTQVO�Q[�IV�Q[[]M��
�<M[\"�LW�aW]�[MM�_PI\�Q[�_ZWVO�_Q\P�\PI\�TI[\�[MV\MVKM'�AM[��\PM�KWUX]\MZ�\PW]OP\�»aW]¼ZM¼�_I[�WSIa�I[�Q\�Q[�[XMTTML�KWZZMK\Ta�J]\�Q\¼[�IK\]ITTa�
_ZWVO�PMZM���»aW]Z¼�Q[�\PM�KWZZMK\�[XMTTQVO���1ZWVQKITTa��\PM�UIQV�ZMI[WV�NWZ�\PQ[�Q[�L]M�\W�\PM�IJW^M�[\I\Q[\QK��Q�M��\PMa�IZM�_WZZQML�\PI\�WVM�QV�
M^MZa�\_W�KTQMV\[�_QTT�R]LOM�\PM�KWUXIVa�WV�I�ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M¼[�_MIS�[XMTTQVO��\PMZMJa�UQ[[QVO�W]\�WV�XW\MV\QIT�J][QVM[[��;W�\PM�QV\MZ^QM_MZ¼[�
LMKQ[QWV�Q[�VW\�I�ZMÆMK\QWV�WV�aW]Z�IJQTQ\a�J]\�UWZM�_PI\�Q[�XMZKMQ^ML�\W�JM�aW]Z�IJQTQ\a��;WUMWVM�WVKM�[IQL�\W�UM�\PI\�XMZKMX\QWV�Q[�ZMITQ\a��
which is a very interesting observation.

*]\�JMNWZM�aW]�OW�NWZ�I�RWJ�QV\MZ^QM_��aW]�PI^M�\W�ÅZ[\�OM\�\PM�QV\MZ^QM_��_PQKP�aW]Z�M`IU�ZM[]T\[�_QTT�PI^M�I�P]OM�QUXIK\�WV��2][\�\W�[\Ia�
WV�Ua�[WIX�JW`�\PI\�TQ\\TM�JQ\�TWVOMZ����ITT�M`IU�ZM[]T\[�LW�Q[�OM\�aW]�\PM�QV\MZ^QM_��\PMa�LWV¼\�OM\�aW]�\PM�RWJ��?PW�aW]�IZM�OM\[�aW]�\PM�
RWJ��)N\MZ����aMIZ[�WN �Z]VVQVO�I�ZMKZ]Q\UMV\�KWUXIVa��1�JMTQM^M�\PI\�I�XMZ[WV�_Q\P�KWVÅLMVKM�PI[�I�OZMI\MZ�KPIVKM�WN �OM\\QVO�I�RWJ�\PIV�
[WUMWVM�_PW�LWM[V¼\��4QVSQVO�QV[\QT[�\PI\�KWVÅLMVKM��1N �aW]�PI^M�\PM�KWVÅLMVKM�\W�TMIZV�\PMV�aW]�_QTT�TMIZV��

;XMTTQVO�Q[�\PM�ÅZ[\�\PQVO�aW]�TMIZV�_PMV�aW]¼ZM�I�VQXXMZ��7VKM�aW]¼ZM�WV�\WX�WN �\PI\��aW]�KIV�\PMV�ZMIL�_PQKP�MVIJTM[�aW]�\W�TMIZV�_PI\�
words mean, consequently permitting you to understand things. Once you understand, you can then form an opinion which in turn helps 
to form your character. You are now ready to conquer the world!

?PI\�[XMTTQVO�\MKPVQY]M[�IZM�K]ZZMV\Ta�W]\�\PMZM'

1. A word inside a word

.QVLQVO�I�_WZL�QV[QLM�IVW\PMZ�_WZL�Q[��ÅZ[\Ta��IV�MVRWaIJTM�OIUM�IVL��[MKWVLTa��IV�M`\ZMUMTa�][MN]T�_Ia�\W�IQL�aW]Z�[XMTTQVO��<PQ[�\MKPVQY]M�
has been around since the year dot but is not being used to its full potential.

a) Ask your child what small words they can unearth in the following bunch of  hot potatoes that are often misspelled: 

0QV\"�)[S�\PMU�\W�\Za�IVL�QVKT]LM�\PM�\ZQKSa�TM\\MZ�QV�\PM�_WZL�\PMa�ÅVL��

1\�LWM[V¼\�UI\\MZ�QN �[WUM�WN �\PM[M�_WZL[�IZM�JMaWVL�aW]Z�KPQTL��<PMa�_W]TL�PI^M�PMIZL�WN �UW[\�WN �\PM�_WZL[�QV[QLM�\PI\�IZM�][ML�NWZ�\PM�
TQVS��;W�\PMa�KIV�[\QTT�XTIa��1\�_QTT�OM\�\PMU�][ML�\W�\PQ[�\MKPVQY]M�_PQKP�\PMa�KIV�IXXTa�\W�TM[[�LQNÅK]T\�_WZL[��1¼^M�LWVM�\PM�ÅZ[\�WVM�NWZ�aW]"

?hite

.TWWL� 7ZIVOM� ;WTLQMZ� *MTQM^M� >MOM\IJTM

J��<PM[M�Å^M�PI^M�\_W�_WZL[�PQLLMV�I_Ia�\WOM\PMZ��;MM�QN �aW]�KPQTL�KIV�[XW\�\PMU"

Salad Theme Nuisance Machine Meant

c) The following four have words in them that are backwards.

Hint: One of  them uses every letter of  the word!
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?MLVM[LIa� :MKQXM� ;\ZM[[ML� :MKMQX\

1\�LWM[V¼\�UI\\MZ�QN �\PM�_WZL�aW]�PI^M�[XQML�Q[�JIKS_IZL[��AW]Z�JZIQV�_QTT�[\WZM�I�TQ\\TM�ZMUQVLMZ�QV�Q\[�UMUWZa�JIVS�\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�I�_WZL�
QV[QLM�IVW\PMZ�_WZL��AW]�_QTT�_WZS�W]\�^MZa�Y]QKSTa�_PM\PMZ�Q\¼[�NWZ_IZL[�IVL�JIKS_IZL[�

Answers

0W_�LQL�\PMa�OM\�WV'

Here are the answers (there could, in some cases, be more than one correct answer):

a) One word in another word

?hite Flood Orange Soldier Belie^M� >Mgetable 

b) Two words in another word

S a lad The me Nu is a nce M a chin e Me ant

c) A word in another word, backwards

?Mdnesday Recipe Stressed Receipt

7VKM�aW]¼^M�NW]VL�\PM�_WZL��aW]�IZM�\PZMM�Y]IZ\MZ[�WN �\PM�_Ia�\PMZM��)TT�aW]�VMML�\W�LW�Q[�X]\�\PMU�QV\W�I�[MV\MVKM�\W�UISM�Q\�[VIXXa��
Give it a go. 

Here are some suggestions for you to salute or to give the boot:

a) One word in another word

?PQ\M� .TWWL� 7ZIVOM� ;WTLQMZ� *MTQM^M� >MOM\IJTM

I hit a white golf  ball

,WV¼\�Nlood the loo!

My Orange mobile phone just rang.

Soldiers die in battle

This is one lie you have to believe.

Go and get the vegeT)*4-[�IVL�X]\�\PMU�WV�\PM�<)*4-	

b) Two words in a word

Salad Theme Nuisance Machine Meant

A lad should eat salad

The theme today is ‘me¼	

Nuisance is a nuisance to spell.

A chin�]X�NWZ�Ua�NZQMVL�Q[�I�JZMMbM�����PM¼[�I�Uachine!
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‘Me and Ant are meant�\W�JM�\WOM\PMZ�¼�[Ia[�,MK��

c) A word in another word, backwards

?MLVM[LIa� :MKQXM� �;\ZM[[ML� :MKMQX\

Send (dnes�JIKS_IZL[��Q\�WV�?Mdnesday

That recipe was an epic! (cipe backwards) 

?M¼ZM�[\ZM[[ML��desserts backwards) as our desserts�PI^MV¼\�IZZQ^ML	

Is this piece (eceip backwards) of  paper the receip\'�

Oi! Break it up, break it up...

<ZaQVO�\W�ÅVL�_WZL[�\PI\�IZM�X]ZMTa�UILM�]X�WN �W\PMZ�[UITTMZ�_WZL[�Q[�ÅZ[\Ta�I�PWW\�IVL�[MKWVLTa�I�^MZa�][MN]T�[XMTTQVO�\MKPVQY]M��

Medallion: Medal Lion Repertoire: Re Per To I Re             Patisseries: Pat Is Series

2. Letter representation

This is an extremely useful technique where letters can represent something else. 

1¼U�[]ZM�\PMZM�IZM�UIVa�UWZM�J]\�\ISM�I�XMMS�I\�\PM[M���

II�·�))�JI\\MZQM[��)]\WUWJQTM�)[[WKQI\QWV

IM�·�)KKQLMV\���-UMZOMVKa��)�-�

IQ�·�)���[WUM\PQVO�\PI\�Q[�M`KMTTMV\�Q[�KITTML�)���)1��)Z\QÅKQIT�1V\MTTQOMVKM�

IV\�·�)V\���,MK�

JJ�·�*ML���*ZMISNI[\��*QO�*ZW\PMZ

KK�·�����KK�JQSM��+TW[ML�KQZK]Q\�<>��++<>���<W�[MM���+���+IZJWV�KWXa��I[�QV�»KK�IV�MUIQT¼�

KQI�·�+MV\ZIT�1V\MTTQOMVKM�)OMVKa��+1)�

KQL�·�+ZQUQVIT�1V^M[\QOI\QWV�,MXIZ\UMV\��+1,�

LL�·�,WVITL�,]KS

LMK�·�,MKMUJMZ��)V\���,MK

LZ�·�,WK\WZ�

M�·�MUIQT��-�V]UJMZ[

MK�·�-]ZWXMIV�+WUU]VQ\a

MKW�·�-KW�_IZZQWZ 
 
MZ�·�-UMZOMVKa�:WWU��-:� 
 
M\�·�-<��-`\ZI�<MZZM[\ZQIT	� 

M]�·�-]ZWXMIV�=VQWV
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M_�·�-I[\�\W�?M[\

O]�·�/���[KZ]UUa�KPWKWTI\M�X]LLQVO�JZIVL�

O]Q�·�/=1�Q�M�KWUX]\MZ�UW][M��/ZIXPQK�=[MZ�1V\MZNIKM�

P�·�0W[XQ\IT

QKQ�·�7VM�WN �\PM�_WZTL¼[�JQOOM[\�KWUXIVQM[�

QW�·�����\MV�

Q[\�·��[\��ÅZ[\�

TT�·�:IQT_Ia�\ZIKS[��I�ZWIL��I�XIQZ�WN �TMO[��I�TILLMZ��»\W�PMTT¼����4���\PM�V]UJMZ�MTM^MV

UQ[�·�51���<PM�=3¼[�[MKZM\�[MZ^QKM�

UU�·�5�5[��5QTTQUM\ZM[��5QKSMa�5W][M��-UQVMU��<PQ[�5QTTMVVQ]U��55�

VM�·�6WZ\P�-I[\

VV�·�,]JTQV��,W]JTM�6�

WQ	�·�<ZaQVO�\W�OM\�[WUMWVM¼[�I\\MV\QWV

WW�·�7��)ZMVI��LW]JTM�bMZW��8IQZ�WN �MaM[��8IQZ�WN �KPMMS[��8IQZ�WN �_PMMT[

W]�·�7_M�aW]#�7P��aW]

W_	�·�)�KZa�WN �XIQV

XX�·�8W[\IOM���8IKSQVO��8�8�

ZQW�·�:QW�.MZLQVIVL��NWW\JITTMZ���:QW�LM�2IVMQZW��*ZIbQT�

ZZ�·�:WTT[�:WaKM��:M[\���:MTI`I\QWV��:�:���:WKS���:WTT��:�:�

[M�·�;W]\P�-I[\

[[�·�;MKZM\�;MZ^QKM

[\�·�;IQV\

]OP	�·�)V�M`XZM[[QWV�_PMV�[WUM\PQVO¼[�OWVM�PWZZQJTa�_ZWVO

]S�·�=VQ\ML�3QVOLWU

So if  you needed to remember that there is a double ‘m¼�QV�»[_Qmming’ then use one of  the abbreviations. The idea is that you can use 
\PM[M�_MTT�SVW_V�TM\\MZ�ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[�\W�KZMI\M�TQVS[��NWZ�M`IUXTM"

a) M&Ms are swimming in calories

b) Swimming races are often decided by millimetres (mm)

c) The facilities at this swimming pool are Mickey Mouse (mm)

d) Do you listen to Eminem (5�5��_PMV�aW]¼ZM�[_QmmQVO'
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Take your pick or, better still, create your own!

Here are a few more examples:

Look: You look with your eyes (o o) 

Blew: The wind blew from East to West

Breakfast: I need breakfast to charge my personal AA batteries. 

IllMOIT"�1\¼[�Qllegal to park on double yellow lines (ll). 

Stationery: E�UIQT�Q[�SQTTQVO�WNN �[\I\QWVery. Or the word toner is in stationery

Archaeologist: ArchaeologQ[\�1VLQIVI�2WVM[¼�arch rival ended up in A&E having been hit by a log. 

4WWSQVO�I\�\PM�TI[\�M`IUXTM��aW]�KIV�[MM�\PI\�\PZMM�TQ\\TM�OMU[�PI^M�JMMV�]VMIZ\PML��1\¼[�IUIbQVO�_PI\�aW]�KIV�LQ[KW^MZ�QV�I�_WZL�\W�IQL�Q\[�
spelling.

6W_�aW]�KIV�[XMTT�»TWWS¼��aW]�KIV�M`\MVL�\PQ[�\W�PMTX�aW]�[XMTT�W\PMZ�_WZL[�\PI\�PI^M�»WW¼�QV�\PMU�Ja�X]\\QVO�\PMU�QV\W�I�NIUQTQIZ�[MV\MVKM"

I took a look at the cook book.

<PMZM�IZM�WWLTM[�UWZM�_WZL[�_Q\P�»WW¼�QV�\PMU��/M\�aW]Z�KPQTL�\W�][M�\PQ[�\MKPVQY]M�\W�PMTX�\PMU�[XMTT�[WUM�WN �\PMU

Double letters in a word can be a problem as they usually make the same sound as a single letter. Here are four examples ...

Disappoint DisappMIZ� -UJIrrass Anniversary

... and here are four suggested links ...

2P or not 2P'�<PI\�S the question. 

Shakespeare never disappoints and will never disappear.

<PI\¼[�LW]JTa�MUJIrrassing, mum!

My parents are off  to Double N (Dublin) for their wedding anniversary.

The CIA are special, Mr Bond.

,QL�aW]�SVW_�\PI\�ITT�_WZL[�MVLQVO��KQIV�IZM�RWJ['�

0MZM�IZM�I�[MTMK\QWV�WN �RWJ[�\PI\�ITT�MVL�_Q\P��KQIV"

Beautician DieticiaV� -TMK\ZQcian Magician Mathematician

Musician  Optician Politician Physician Technician

The American version of  James Bond works for the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency).

The above people work for a company and have a company (the CIA) inside their name!

The CIA are special�I[�Q\¼[�QV�\PM�_WZLQVO�

1N �aW]�PI^MV¼\�PMIZL�WN �\PM�CIA�R][\�ZMUMUJMZ�\PI\�Q\¼[�I�Company In America.

As you can see, letters often represent something in everyday life which is good news. The easiest links to recall are the ones we can 
immediately relate to. 
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3. Text language

R. I C Y U Q 4 T ... 2 B Polite!

Some letters and numbers make the same sound as words which can be extremely useful when linking. The following have been used over 
the centuries (IOU, for example) but have recently come into their own since the emergence of  text messaging.

*�%�*M�*MM� +�%�;MM�;MI� �1�%�-aM�)aM� 9�%�+]M�9]M]M

:�%�)ZM�)P� <�%�<MI�<MM� =�%�AW]�-_M�A�%�?Pa�

��%�?WV� ��%�<W�<WW� ��%�.WZ�.WZM�  �%�)\M�0I\M

Get your child to play with them to think of  links for the spelling of  these little pixies: 

Course  Fruit Juice Success February Out

+TW[M�=Z�1[�*��=�+�Ua�[]OOM[\QWV[��1��LMZ�QN �U R A naturaT�TQVSMZ'

Of  course U R!

U and I ought to drink fruit juice as it has lots of  vitamin C.

1\¼[�OZMI\�2 C success.

R U A�[]KSMZ�NWZ�>ITMV\QVM¼[�QV�.MJruaZa'�

Oi, U ... out!

6W_�aW]Z�KPQTL�KIV�PWXMN]TTa�[XMTT�»W]\¼�R][\�I[�\PMa�KIV�[XMTT�»TWWS¼��)[S�\PMU�\W�X]\�Q\�QV\W�I�NIUQTQIZ�[MV\MVKM�\W�PMTX�\PMU�[XMTT�[WUM�
W\PMZ�_WZL[�\PI\�KWV\IQV�»W]¼�

Here are two examples: 

���7]\��4W]L��AW]���;PW]\�

Here is a suggestion ... You shout out loud.

2. Out, Found, Around, About, Four, Pound & Sound

»1¼^M�R][\�Nound out that I O U around about four pouVL¼�����¼;ouVL	¼

»+WTW]Z¼�Q[�WN\MV�UQ[[XMTTML�I[�\PM�[W]VL�WN �\PM�_WZL�Q[�VW\PQVO�TQSM�Q\[�[XMTTQVO��

I��?PI\�Kolour are ur�MaM['��o o)

b) The colour of  ur cheeks (o o)

0MZM�1¼̂ M�KWUJQVML�\PM�TM\\MZ�ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV�\MKPVQY]M�_Q\P�\M`\�TIVO]IOM�_PQKP�KIV�WVTa�MVPIVKM�\PM�TQVS�

<M`\�TIVO]IOM�PI[�JMMV�IZW]VL�NWZ�UIVa�aMIZ[�����»17=¼�Q[�I�KTI[[QK��;WUM�XMWXTM�JITS�I\�\PQ[�TIVO]IOM�J]\�1�MUJZIKM�Q\��+PQTLZMV�
(and adults!) are forever using it to communicate, so we may as well use it to our advantage.
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Breaking the law

<PMZM�IZM�UIVa�Z]TM[�QV�\PM�-VOTQ[P�TIVO]IOM�J]\�\PMZM�Q[�IT_Ia[�IV�M`KMX\QWV�\W�\PM�Z]TM�

Take this one, for example: i before e except after c (brief  and receive)

1\¼[�I�KI\KPa�TQVS�I[�Q\�PI[�][ML�ZPaUM�TQVSQVO��=VNWZ\]VI\MTa��I[�Q\�[\IVL[��\PMZM�IZM�UIVa�M`KMX\QWV[��

)T[W��_PW¼[�\W�[Ia�Q\�Q[�»JMTQMN �IVL�ZMKMQ^M¼�VW\�»JMTMMN �IVL�ZMKMM^M¼'

The rule should really be: 

Q�JMNWZM�M�M`KMX\�IN\MZ�K��I[�TWVO�I[�Q\¼[�XZWVW]VKML�I[�I�TWVO�M�IVL�aW]�SVW_�Q\�KWV\IQV[�IV�Q

This is becoming too much of  a mouthful and therefore has less chance of  being committed to memory. You also have to explain what 
I�TWVO�M�Q[��XZWVW]VKML�»MM¼���<PQ[�LMNMI\[�\PM�WJRMK\�WN �I�UMUWZa�IQL�IVL�_PI\�Q\�[\IVL[�NWZ��-^MV�QN �aW]�LW�UIVIOM�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�\PQ[�
extended rule, there are still a few exceptions. The solution is to think of  a link for each individual word.

‘Seize’ and ‘weird’ are two of  them that live outside the letter of  the law.

a) Seize the prize

b) That bird looks weird.

K��<PM�»Q�JMNWZM�M¼�Z]TM�LWM[V¼\�IXXTa�PMZM��0W_�_eird.

;WUM�WN �\PM�IJW^M�TQVS[�NWZ�»[MQbM¼�IVL�»_MQZL’ used the technique letter linking���_PMZM�aW]�link the letter(s)�\PI\¼[�\ZW]JTQVO�aW]�_Q\P�\PM�[IUM�
letter(s) in another word in a familiar expression. 

Your brain has stored away many thousands of  expressions (yes, many thousands!) and you can recall virtually all of  them. Things like 
»JZMIL�IVL�J]\\MZ¼��»X]TT�aW]Z�\ZW][MZ[�]X¼��»RWQV�QV¼��»NWW\JITT�XQ\KP¼��»ZMUW\M�KWV\ZWT¼��

So we must make the most of  this amazing fact when it comes to spelling. 

4. Letter linking gets you thinking!

;WUM�WN �\PM�IJW^M�TQVS[�NWZ�»[MQbM¼�IVL�»_MQZL¼�][ML�\PM�\MKPVQY]M�TM\\MZ�TQVSQVO��4M\¼[�ZMKIX�\PM�NWZU]TI�NWZ�TM\\MZ�TQVSQVO"

(Tricky word to spell) + (easier word to spell) + (expression) = tricky word spelled!

Attaching the word you need to spell to one of  the many thousands of  expressions that is already stored in the grey matter saves you having 
to learn a new mnemonic. 

See if  your child can letter link these words:

(The awkward letters are highlighted.)

Comb
Obey

Sweat
London

Necessary
Interrupt

Tip: 
AW]�LWV¼\�VMML�\W�R][\�TQVS�\PM�JWTL�TM\\MZ[��AW]�KIV�ILL�\PM�TM\\MZ[�MQ\PMZ�[QLM�\W�UISM�Q\�MI[QMZ��6W\M�\PI\�\PM�TM\\MZ[�LWV¼\�PI^M�\W�JM�
together for it to work, e.g. London
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)[�IT_Ia[�_Q\P�TQVSQVO��\PMZM¼[�UWZM�\PIV�WVM�IV[_MZ��0MZM¼[�_PI\�1¼̂ M�KWUM�]X�_Q\P����

Brush and comb 
Obey and behave

Armpits sweat
London Zoo

1\¼[�VMcessary to listen in class
Uncle Terra¼[�_WV�I�5MLQterranean cruise!

<PI\¼[�R][\�JIVO�W]\�WN �WZLMZ	

)[�aW]�IV�VW_�[MM��\PM�TM\\MZ[�LWV¼\�PI^M�\W�JM�QV�WZLMZ�NWZ�letter linking to work. As long as you know that the letters appear somewhere in 
\PM�_WZL�\PMV�ITT�Q[�\QKSM\a�JWW�I[�KWUUWV�[MV[M�\ISM[�W^MZ�

Here are two examples ...

1. Occur 

Cracks occur in old age

2. Occasion

The soccMZ�?WZTL�+]X�Q[�I�P]OM�WccasQWV��\PM�ÅZ[\�W�Q[�I�NWW\JITT�

My personal best for the longest letter link is six letters. See if  you can beat it.

1\¼[�NWZ�SVW_QVO�PW_�UIVa�WN �\PM�TM\\MZ[�»K¼�IVL�»U¼�\PMZM�IZM�QV�\PM�_WZL�»ZMKWUUMVL¼��

I recommend you read my comments in your school report.

Here are two more that may work...

8-�\MIKPMZ[�ZMcommend you go for a run on the common.

I recommend you use commas and full stops.

1N �aW]�IZMV¼\�[]ZM�PW_�UIVa�5[�\PMZM�IZM�QV�KWUUMV\��KWUUWV�WZ�KWUUI�\PMV�\PQVS�WN �TQVS[�NWZ�\PM[M�ÅZ[\��<PMZM�IZM�I�LWbMV�LW[�IVL�
LWV¼\[�QV�+PIX\MZ�.W]Z�\PI\�WNNMZ�[WUM�PMTXN]T�\QX[�

How the internet can help when letter linking

Using ‘placQL¼�IVL�»Wpport]VQ\a¼�I[�\_W�M`IUXTM[��OW�WVTQVM�IVL�\aXM�QV�I�[MIZKP�MVOQVM��WZ�TWWS�QV�I�LQK\QWVIZa�����

I��,MÅVQ\QWV�WN �XTIKQL

?PMV�aW]�ÅVL�I�LQK\QWVIZa�[Q\M��[KZWTT�LW_V�\W�ÅVL�\PM�LMÅVQ\QWV�NWZ�»XTIKQL¼�IVL�TWWS�NWZ�_WZL[�\PI\�IZM�ZMTI\ML�\W�Q\�\PI\�PI^M�I�»c¼�QV�\PMU�
somewhere, ideally at the start. This is where I found ‘cITU¼��,W�VW\M�\PI\�\PQ[�_WV¼\�IT_Ia[�KWUM�]X�\Z]UX[�J]\�Q\¼[�JMMV�M`\ZMUMTa�][MN]T�
for me. 

J��?WZL[�KWV\IQVQVO�»XXWZ\¼

<PMZM�IZM�[Q\M[�\PI\�TQ[\�_WZL[�KWV\IQVQVO�IVa�KWUJQVI\QWV�WN �TM\\MZ[�aW]�_IV\��?PMV�aW]�IZM�QV�WVM�WN �\PM[M�[Q\M[��TWWS�I\�\PM�TQ[\�WN �_WZL[�
\PI\�PI^M�»XXWZ\¼�QV�\PMU�\PI\�aW]�KIV�[WUMPW_�TQVS�\W�\PM�_WZL�»WXXWZ\]VQ\a¼��1�NW]VL�»[]XXWZ\¼�IVL�L]Ta�TQVSML�Q\�

1¼TT�[]pport you at every opportunity. 

This is an excellent way of  using the internet to help you learn.
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Letter linking�Q[�^MZa�U]KP�TQSM�[XW\\QVO�I�_WZL�QV�IVW\PMZ�_WZL�J]\�QV�\PQ[�KI[M�Q\¼[�WVTa�XIZ\�WN �\PM�_WZL��AW]�_QTT�PI^M�\PM�KWUUWV�[MV[M�\W�
LZWX�\PM�TM\\MZ�\PI\�Q[�KTMIZTa�VW\�QV�\PM�_WZL��Q�M��\PM�»a¼�WN �»Terra¼�QV�»QVterr]X\¼�

You scratch my back ...

As we know, the trick is to use as many expressions as possible when trying to think of  a link. The next technique is an extension of  letter 
linking which I have called double letter linking��1\¼[�_PMZM�\_W�\ZQKSa�_WZL[�QV�I�NIUQTQIZ�M`XZM[[QWV�KIV�PMTX�MIKP�W\PMZ�����QV�W\PMZ�_WZL[��aW]�
[KZI\KP�Ua�JIKS�IVL�1¼TT�[KZI\KP�aW]Z[�

.WZ�QV[\IVKM"�AW]�KIV¼\�PMIZ�\PM e of  heart and the a of  beat 

So, if  you just remember the expression ‘heartbea\¼��aW]¼TT�JM�IJTM�\W�SVW_�PW_�\W�[XMTT�JW\P�»PMIZ\¼�IVL�»JMI\¼�

<PM�»I¼�[W]VL�QV�»PMIZ\¼�ZMUQVL[�aW]�\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�IV�»I¼�QV�»JMI\¼�

<PM�»M¼�[W]VL�QV�»JMI\¼�ZMUQVL[�aW]�\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�IV�»M¼�QV�»PMIZ\¼�

Here are some more examples:

‘HeadachM¼��AW]�KIV¼\�PMIZ�\PM�»a¼�WN �»PMaL¼�IVL�\PM�»h¼�WN �»IKhM¼��

‘HeaT\P�IVL�[INM\a¼��AW]�KIV¼\�PMIZ�\PM�»a¼�WN �»PMaT\P¼�IVL�\PM�»e¼�WN �»[INM\a¼��

‘Young and You\P¼��AW]�KIV¼\�PMIZ�\PM�»o¼�WN �»ao]VO¼�IVL�\PM�»u¼�WN �»aWu\P¼��

‘Why and WhW¼�·�»Why call him Dr WhW'¼���AW]�KIV¼\�PMIZ�\PM�»h¼�WN �»_ha¼�IVL�\PM�»w¼�WN �»wPW¼��

Letter linking�QV�ITT�Q\[�UIVa�O]Q[M[�Q[�I�RWa�I[�aW]�KIV�IXXTa�Q\�\W�P]VLZML[�WN �_WZL[�IVL�Q\¼[�I�^MZa�OMV\TM�QV\ZWL]K\QWV�\W�TQVSQVO��

These are a few techniques that I have found very useful when trying to make spelling easier and more fun. There could well be more 
UM\PWL[�W]\�\PMZM��)\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PQ[�JWWS��1¼^M�QVKT]LML�QVNWZUI\QWV�WV�PW_�aW]�KIV�[]JUQ\�aW]Z�TQVS[�\W�\PM�___�<PQVSITQVS�KW�]S�
website. 

Let’s practise linking!

1. Ask your child to try and spell a word that you have selected from your own list.

2. If  they misspell it, make a note of  which letters they get wrong.

���/W�\W�+PIX\MZ�.W]Z�IVL�TWWS�]X�\PM�_WZL�aW]�_IV\�I�[XMTTQVO�TQVS�NWZ�

�1N �\PM�_WZL�Q[V¼\�\PMZM��OW�\W�___�\PQVSITQVS�KW�]S�IVL�ZMY]M[\�I�TQVS�NWZ�Q\��

���5ISM�I�VW\M�WN �_PQKP�WN �\PM�NWTTW_QVO�\PZMM�KI\MOWZQM[�\PM�TQVS�NITT[�]VLMZ�IVL�X]\�Q\�]X�aW]Z�[TMM^M��[W�\W�[XMIS"

a) WW: Word inside another Word.

b) 4:"�4etter RMXZM[MV\I\QWV��»WW¼�Q[�I�XIQZ�WN �MaM[��NWZ�M`IUXTM��

c) 44"�4etter 4QVS��XIZ\�_WZL�QV[QLM�IVW\PMZ�_WZL��

���I��1N �Q\¼[�I�WW��I[S�\PMU�QN �\PMa�KIV�[MM�\PM�_WZL�\PI\¼[�QV[QLM�

J��1N �Q\¼[�IV�4:, ask them if  they can spot it. 

K��1N �Q\¼[�IV�44, ask them to try and think of  another word that is naturally linked to it which contains the letter they had a problem with.
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Need some examples?

1. Words inside words (WW)

Ask them to see what words they can spot inside the following three words:

I��-I\

b) Huge

c) Parent

Once they have discovered them (aided or unaided), ask them to put the two words in an expression or short, catchy sentence thereby 
creating a link. Get them to write the link next to the word in question. (Suggestions are at the end of  this section.)

2. Letter representation (LR)

I have put what the highlighted letters represent next to each word. 

a) Nose   SE�%�;W]\P�-I[\

b) Marvellous  ll = Pair of  legs

c) Confectionery  E�%�-�V]UJMZ

Ask your child to try and put the word and the LR into a short sentence. (Suggested answers are at the end of  this section.)

3. Letter links (LL)

1¼^M�PQOPTQOP\ML�\PM�JQ\[�\PI\�IZM�KWUUWVTa�UQ[[XMTTML�QV�\PM�NWTTW_QVO�\PZMM�_WZL["

a) Anchor 

b) Lamb 

K��?ork 

Ask them to think of  words that are found in a common expression which contain the awkward letters.
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Suggested Answers

���??�

I��-I\"�� -at at the table 

b) Huge:  A huge hug 

c) Parent:  Parents are always right!

2. LR

a) Nose:  A nose points south east 

b) Marvellous A marvellous pair of  legs (ll)

c) Confectionery: Confectionery can contain E numbers

���44

a) Anchor: The hook of  an anchor 

b) Lamb:  A lamb says ‘BII¼	�

K��?WZS"� � 0omework
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Chapter Three: Practical tips for parents and teachers 
Can anyone use linking techniques?

)[�_M¼̂ M�LQ[KW^MZML��TQVSQVO�Q[�I\\IKPQVO�\PM�\PQVO�WZ�_WZL�\PM�KPQTL�VMML[�\W�TMIZV�\W�[WUM\PQVO�\PI\�Q[�
ITZMILa�QV�\PMQZ�UMUWZa�JIVS��;W��ZMOIZLTM[[�WN �\PM�TMIZVQVO�LQNNMZMVKM�\PM�KPQTL�PI[�·�La[TM`QI��La[XZI`QI��
La[KITK]TQI��La[OZIXPQI��)[XMZOMZ¼[��),0,��),,��I]\Q[U�M\K�·�\PMa�PI^M�MQ\PMZ�PMIZL�WN �\PM�M`XZM[[QWV�
»K]X�WN �\MI�IVL�I�JQ[K]Q\¼�WZ�VW\��1N �\PMa�PI^MV¼\��\PMV�\PM�TQVS�_WV¼\�_WZS��<PMZMNWZM��\PMZM�IZM�VW�[MXIZI\M�
IXXZWIKPM[�\W�\ISM�LMXMVLQVO�WV�aW]Z�KPQTL¼[�ZMY]QZMUMV\[��

)[�_M�SVW_�QV�\MIKPQVO��_PM\PMZ�I[�I�XIZMV\�WZ�I[�I�\MIKPMZ��MVOIOQVO�\PM�KPQTL�Q[�PITN �\PM�JI\\TM��?PMV�
they have to learn something new they fear that they may not understand or remember it. But if  you say 
to them from the onset that we are going to be using familiar expressions to help them learn, not new stuff, 
then there is a much greater chance of  engaging them. 

1V�\PQ[�KPIX\MZ�1�UMV\QWV�La[TM`QI�I�NM_�\QUM[�I[�UQ[[XMTTQVO�Q[�I�KWUUWV�[aUX\WU�J]\�1¼U�N]TTa�I_IZM�
that spelling is a symptom of  other learning differences. The techniques still apply to all. 

4QVSQVO�_WZS[�NWZ�IVa�NIK\�\PI\�I�KPQTL�VMML[�\W�TMIZV�_PM\PMZ�Q\¼[�NWZ�\PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �»KWUJ¼�WZ�\PM�OZW]X�
KTI[[QÅKI\QWV[�WN �MTMUMV\[�QV�\PM�8MZQWLQK�<IJTM	�0W_M^MZ��QV�\PQ[�JWWS�_M�PI^M�KWVKMV\ZI\ML�WV�[XMTTQVO�

This is helping children of  all ages and ability enormously with their literacy. Since I launched www.
<PQVSITQVS�KW�]S�QV�5Ia���� ��1�PI^M�KWVL]K\ML�ZMO]TIZ�KTI[[M[��OZW]X�IVL�QVLQ^QL]IT��NWZ�TWKIT�KPQTLZMV�
IVL�IL]T\[�_PW�PI^M�[XMTTQVO�LQNÅK]T\QM[�QVKT]LQVO�UIVa�_Q\P�La[TM`QI��<PM[M�KTI[[M[�PI^M�JMMV�I�[W]ZKM�WN �
great amusement for my students but, more importantly, extremely constructive. The strength of  linking is 
that it empowers the person so they can go away and think of  links for whatever they need to learn. I set 
them challenges in the session and give them homework. This can take many forms but a good chunk of  it 
is letter linking.

This is not a cure for dyslexia but it is putting a huge dent in spelling issues.

One of  the problems with dyslexia is that people often see letters and numbers in a different order, which 
is a real stumbling block. Linking tries to get away from what is written down on paper by expressing it in a 
different way using some information that the person already knows. 

1\¼[�ITZMILa�JMMV�UMV\QWVML�QV�\PQ[�JWWS�\PI\�\PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �»JQ[K]Q\¼�Q[�I�KTI[[QK�M`IUXTM��

1N �aW]�[W]VL�W]\�»JQ[K]Q\¼��aW]�OM\"�JQ[�Y�Q\�����WZ�����JQ[�Y]�Q\�����WZ�����JQ[�SWW�Q\�����M\K�

1\¼[�\WW�ZIVLWU��

Concentrate on the tricky bit ‘cu¼�IVL�I[S�\PM�KPQTL�QN �\PMa�KIV�\PQVS�WN �IV�M`XZM[[QWV�\PI\�PI[�»JQ[cuQ\¼�QV�
it plus another word beginning ‘cu¼��<PMZM�IZM�^IZQW][�XW[[QJQTQ\QM[�J]\�»cup of  tea and a biscuQ\¼�_WZS[�
_MTT��WZ�UQTS�R]QKM�_I\MZ���1N �\PM�KPQTL�KIV¼\�[XMTT�»K]X¼�\PMV�aW]�\PQVS�WN �I�TQVS�NWZ�\PI\�JMNWZM�UW^QVO�WV��
For example, ‘the handle of  a cup is c�[PIXML¼�

*a�LWQVO�Q\�\PQ[�_Ia��aW]¼ZM�OM\\QVO�\PM�KPQTL�\W�RWQV�QV�Ja�PWXMN]TTa�KZMI\QVO�\PMQZ�W_V�TQVS��<PMa�IZM�NIZ�
TM[[�TQSMTa�\W�NWZOM\�\PMQZ�W_V�KZMI\QWV�\PIV�[WUMWVM�MT[M¼[�

Where to begin

AW]�_QTT�[MM�I�[MK\QWV�TI\MZ�WV�QV�\PM�JWWS�_PQKP�QVKT]LM[�TQVS[�NWZ�TW\[�WN �PQOP�NZMY]MVKa�_WZL[�KI\MOWZQ[ML�
by number of  letters, starting with two, three, four letters and so on.

Depending on age and ability, start with the tiny words and work your way up.

1�_W]TL�[]OOM[\�XQKSQVO�W]\��[Ia�����_WZL[�\PI\�IZM�WV�aW]Z�KPQTL¼[�KTI[[�TQ[\�\W�TMIZV��4WWS�I\�\PM�[]OOM[\ML�
links for each one before the lesson/session which you can then keep up your sleeve. If  you can think of  
aW]Z�W_V�TQVS[�NWZ�IVa�WN �\PM[M����\PMV�ITT�\PM�JM\\MZ	�AW]�[PW]TL�VW_�JM�_MTT�MY]QXXML�NWZ�\PM�TM[[WV��

‘Whether on an individual 
basis or in a group session, 
I have taken exactly the 
same approach to every 
child I have presented 
linking techniques to, 
regardless of age and 
ability... yes, exactly 
the same.’
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If  you are teaching a class then split the children into small groups. This is a good idea for three reasons. 

1. They can bounce ideas off  each other sharing their thoughts and creations.

���1\¼[�OZMI\�NWZ�\MIU�JWVLQVO�

���1\�KZMI\M[�PMIT\Pa�KWUXM\Q\QWV�QV�\PM�KTI[[ZWWU�

You then hand out the 10 words you want letter links for, underlining the tricky letter(s). For example:

Son Dead Crumb Chef  Bomb

Coat  Haul  BatP�� -asy Two

Ask them to put the highlighted letters in another word that has some natural link with the word in question.

/Q^M�\PM�SQL[�I�NM_�UQV]\M[�\W�[MM�_PI\�\PMa�KWUM�W]\�_Q\P�IVL�MVKW]ZIOM�\PMU�\W�LZI_�I�TQVS�QN �Q\¼[�I�^Q[]IT�WVM��.WZ�M`IUXTM��LZI_QVO�I�
smiley face in the ‘o¼�WN �»[oV¼�Q[�I�OWWL�QLMI��1\�_QTT�ZMUQVL�\PMU�\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�I�JWa¼[�NIKM�QV�\PM�_WZL�»[WV¼�I[�WXXW[ML�\W�»[]V¼�

You can put your own stamp on this task. For example, putting the children into teams with the clock ticking is always a hoot. Get them to 
^W\M�WV�MIKP�TQVS�OQ^QVO�Q\�I�UIZS�W]\�WN �����<PM�TQVS�_Q\P�\PM�TW_M[\�[KWZM�Q[V¼\�I�TW[MZ�I[�Q\�WJ^QW][Ta�_WZSML�NWZ�\PM�WVM�_PW�KZMI\ML�Q\��
-^MZaWVM¼[�I�_QVVMZ	

Here are some links which should do the trick:

Son and boy  Dead or alive Breadcrumb Chefs cook 
A bomb goes ‘bIVO¼	�

Hat and coat  Haul up   Bath mat�� -asy as that 
Twins are two people 

1\�LWM[V¼\�UI\\MZ�\PI\�\PMa�KIV¼\�[XMTT�»ITQ^M¼�WZ�»JZMIL¼��)TT�\PMa�VMML�\W�SVW_�Q[�\PM�ÅZ[\�TM\\MZ��?M�KIV�\PQVS�WN �I�TQVS�NWZ�\PM[M�_WZL[�I\�
some other stage.

<PM�[IUM�\PMWZa�IXXTQM[�NWZ�\W]OPMZ�_WZL[��;W�Q\�KIV�IXXTa�\W�IVa�aMIZ�OZW]X��AW]�UQOP\�M^MV�ÅVL�aW]Z[MTN �][QVO�TQVS[�NWZ�KWUUWVTa�
misspelled words.

Sorry to sound like a scratched record but the great thing about linking is there is more than one answer. So, if  the child can think of  a link 
that works for them, then it works! As there is never a wrong answer it will encourage other children to give it a go, including the shy ones 
WZ�\PW[M�_PW�TIKS�KWVÅLMVKM��

The best way forward

The ideal way to put this into practice is to look up a link from the list in Chapter Four for a word the child needs help with and have it 
ready up your sleeve. Then ask your child to see if  they can think of  a link for the awkward part of  the word. 

If  they struggle, depending on what technique was used, ask:

+IV�\PMa�[MM�I�_WZL�QV[QLM�I�_WZL�M^MV�QN �Q\¼[�JIKS_IZL['
,W�\PM�\ZQKSa�TM\\MZ�[��ZMXZM[MV\�[WUM\PQVO�MT[M'��4M\\MZ�ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV��
+IV�\PMa�\PQVS�WN �I�TM\\MZ�TQVS�NWZ�\PM�\W]OP�JQ\'
)ZM�\PM�LQNÅK]T\�TM\\MZ[�][ML�QV�\M`\�TIVO]IOM�I\�ITT'��Q��W��]��K��Z��J�����M\K���
+IV�\PMa�KZMI\M�IV�IKZW[\QK'��<PQ[�Q[�VW\�I�»OW�\W¼�\MKPVQY]M��=[M�[XIZQVOTa��

The art of  teaching is to feed the student bit by bit until they can feed themselves. It works for all ages and ability. Some will grasp it 
immediately; others will take a tad longer. The exciting thing is that there is a solution to their spelling issues, assuming the person can spell 
XPWVM\QKITTa��1N �\PMa�KIV¼\�\PMV�Q\�_QTT�_WZS��J]\�Q\¼TT�JM�I�NIZ�TWVOMZ�RW]ZVMa�
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1V\MZM[\QVOTa��1�PI^M�NW]VL�\PI\�KPQTLZMV�_PW�KIV¼\�KWUUQ\�[WUM\PQVO�\W�UMUWZa�WV�ÅZ[\�PMIZQVO�WZ�ZMILQVO�UISM�OWWL�TQVSMZ[�I[�\PMa�PI^M�
had to think laterally to remember things to date. So they have already used their imagination to learn. 

I have taught many children who have dyslexia and ADHD, for example, and they have come up with tremendous links for all kinds of  
stuff. Many of  the autistic children I have worked with have incredible brains and can remember facts at will. The problem they have is 
that they have trouble communicating these thoughts in a social situation. Linking crosses this barrier as they can think of  outstanding links 
which they share with their peers via me. The cherry on the cake is that it gives them something to be proud of.

4QVSQVO�QV[\QT[�KWVÅLMVKM��ZMOIZLTM[[�WN �IOM�IVL�IJQTQ\a��

All I am doing is opening the door ... 
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Chapter Four: Let’s start linking!
The dos and don’ts of linking

5W[\�_WZL[�IZM�XPWVM\QK��Q�M��\PMa�[XMTT�I[�\PMa�[W]VL��»7V¼��»OM\¼��»KI\¼�IVL�»LWO¼�IZM�ITT�XPWVM\QK�_WZL[��[W�\PMZM�IZM�VW�TQVS[�NWZ�
\PMU��0W_M^MZ��N]Z\PMZ�WV�aW]�_QTT�[MM�TQVS[�NWZ�R][\�]VLMZ������_WZL[�\PI\�IZMV¼\�[W�[\ZIQOP\NWZ_IZL�\W�[XMTT��ITT�\PM�_Ia�NZWU�»Q[¼�\W�
»IKKWUUWLI\QWV¼	

.QZ[\Ta��PMZM�IZM�I�LWbMV�LW[�IVL�LWV¼\[�\PI\�_QTT�PMTX�aW]�WV�aW]Z�_Ia"

1. If you can’t spell the smaller word inside the word then link the smaller word first

.WZ�M`IUXTM��\PM�TQVS�NWZ�»OZMI\¼�Q[�»Q\¼[�OZeat to eat¼��1N �aW]�KIV¼\�[XMTT�»eat¼�\PMV�TWWS�]X�\PM�TQVS�NWZ�\PI\�ÅZ[\���-at at the table). Start with 
the small words then work your way up to the biggies.

2. Shh! Talking is out, now! (Words ending -tion)

<PM�»\QW¼�XIZ\�WN �»\QWV¼�UISM[�\PM�[W]VL�»[PP¼��;W�_PMV�aW]�PMIZ�I�_WZL�MVLQVO�_Q\P�I�»[PMZV¼�[W]VL�\PMV�VQVM�W]\�WN ����\QUM[�Q\�_QTT�MVL�
»\QWV¼��-`KMX\QWV[�TQSM�¼NI[PQWV¼��»UQ[[QWV¼��»XI[[QWV¼�IVL�»[M[[QWV¼�IZM�TQVSML�N]Z\PMZ�WV��

3. Magic ‘e’ or should that be ‘mag ice’? 

<PM�UIOQK�»M¼�Z]TM�Q["�_PMV�\PMZM¼[�IV��M�I\�\PM�MVL��\PM�^W_MT�[Ia[�Q\[�VIUM��

For example: ‘ma\M¼��»8e\M�¼��»\iUM¼��»JoVM¼��»Ku\M¼��

;W�_PMV�aW]�PMIZ�I�^W_MT�[Ia�Q\[�VIUM��\PMV�I[[]UM�Q\¼[�[XMTTML�\PI\�_Ia��<PM�M`KMX\QWV[��WN �_PQKP�\PMZM�IZM�UIVa��IZM�TQVSML�QV�\PM�
lists below.

�>MZa�NM_�_WZL[�MVL��M�M��;W��QV�\PQ[�KI[M�_PMV�aW]�PMIZ�»M¼�I[[]UM�Q\¼[�»MM¼��TQSM�»SeeX¼��»Uee\¼��IVL�»[eeS¼��-`KMX\QWV[�TQSM�»I\PTM\M¼��
»KWUXM\M¼��»LMTM\M¼��»[KMVM¼��»\PM[M¼�IVL�»\PMUM¼�IZM�TQVSML�N]Z\PMZ�WV�

4. You’d be a fool to put ‘full’! (Words ending -ful)

7\PMZ�\PIV�_WZL[�\PI\�IZM�VI\]ZITTa�ZMTI\ML�\W�\PM�_WZL�»N]TT¼�TQSM�»W^MZN]TT¼�IVL�»JZQUN]TT¼��ITT�_WZL[�MVLQVO�QV�\PM�[W]VL�»N]T¼�PI^M�R][\�WVM�
‘l¼��Q�M�»I_N]l¼��»KIZMN]l¼��»LZMILN]l¼�IVL�»][MN]l¼�

5. Dis is wrong, Mis! (Words beginning with the prefixes dis- and mis-)

7N\MV�XMWXTM�X]\�»LQ[[¼�IVL�»UQ[[¼�I\�\PM�[\IZ\�WN �I�_WZL�QV[\MIL�WN �»dis¼�IVL�»mis¼��;W�_WZL[�[XMTTML�I[�»LQ[[IXXWQV\¼��»LQ[[IXXZW^M¼�IVL�
»UQ[[]VLMZ[\IVL¼�IZM�QVKWZZMK\��<PMa�[PW]TL�JM�»disIXXWQV\¼��»di[IXXZW^M¼�IVL�»mis]VLMZ[\IVL¼

2][\�ZMUMUJMZ�\PI\�»LQ[¼�IVL�»UQ[¼�IZMV¼\�_WZL[��;W�\PMa�PI^M�\W�JM�I\\IKPML�\W�IVW\PMZ�_WZL�_PMZMI[�»LQ[[¼��\W�QV[]T\��IVL�»UQ[[¼�KIV�JM�WV�
their own as they are words in their own right.

6. Could, should and would ... so there! (Words ending -ould)

a) O U liar! If  you could, you would ... and you should!

J��-^MV�\PW]OP�\PQ[�WVM�UISM[�VW�[MV[M�_PI\[WM^MZ��KPQTLZMV�\MVL�\W�TQSM�Q\�����O U lucky duck!

7. Enough, thought, through, rough, tough and though

a) Ugh	�1�PI^MV¼\�\Pought this through enough

b) O U great hMZJMZ\	�AW]�PI^MV¼\�\Pought this through enough

c) O U grizzly hMLOMPWO	�AW]�PI^MV¼\�\Pough\�\PQ[�ZWIL�KZW[[QVO�[\ZI\MOa�\PZough enough
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If  you look through the word ‘through’, you can see the words tough (through) rough (through) and though (through)

8. Leave it out! (Words ending -ely not -ley)

?PMV�IV�ILRMK\Q^M�MVL[�QV�»�M¼��NWZ�M`IUXTM�»M`\ZMUM¼�IVL�»LMÅVQ\M¼�\PMV��ILL�»�Ta¼�\W�UISM�Q\�IV�IL^MZJ�

5W[\�XMWXTM�SVW_�\PQ[�Z]TM�J]\�IKKQLMV\ITTa�[_IX�\PM�»M¼�IVL�»T¼�TQSM�\PQ[�»M`\ZMUley’�IVL�»LMÅVQ\ley’��<PM[M�IZM��WN �KW]Z[M��_ZWVO��J]\�\PM�
TQVS�Q[�MI[a��:MUMUJMZ�\W�_ZQ\M�\PM�KQ\a�WN �Ely�I\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PM�IL^MZJ�»M`\ZMUely¼�IVL�»LMÅVQ\ely¼�IVL�aW]¼TT�OM\�Q\�ZQOP\��

9. I go hunting tigers (Words ending in -ight)

<PMZM�IZM�UIVa�_WZL[�\PI\�MVL�QV�\PM�VI[\a�KWUJQVI\QWV�»QOP\¼��1�[Ia�VI[\a�JMKI][M�\PM�[W]VL�\PMa�][]ITTa�UISM�Q[�»Q\M¼��0W_�\PM[M�NW]Z�
TM\\MZ[�M^MZ�IZZQ^ML�\WOM\PMZ�QV�\PM�[IUM�[aTTIJTM�Q[�JMaWVL�UM�J]\�\PI\¼[�_Pa�1�TW^M�\PM�-VOTQ[P�TIVO]IOM��_IZ\[�IV¼�ITT	

)[�\PM�XZWV]VKQI\QWV�Q[�XWTM[�IXIZ\�NZWU�Q\[�[XMTTQVO�\PMV�Q\¼[�_WZ\P�][QVO�IV�IKZW[\QK��

‘I go hunting tQOMZ[¼�[MMU[�\W�_WZS�_MTT�_Q\P�KPQTLZMV��;W�TM\¼[�OQ^M�\PI\�WVM�I�_PQZT�

0MZM�IZM�\MV�_WZL[�\PI\�MVL�QV�»QOP\¼���<PMZM�IZM�UWZM��

Night  Tight  Bright  Light  Might  Slight  Fright  Sight  Right  Fight 

8]\\QVO�\PM[M�_WZL[�QV\W�I�[\WZa��ITWVO�_Q\P�\PM�IKZW[\QK��_QTT�PWXMN]TTa�PMTX�aW]�ZMUMUJMZ�\PMQZ�MVLQVO[�

If  I go hunting tigers at night, I need to sit tight with a bright light. Otherwise I might get a slight fright if  I caught sight of  one that wants a right 
old fight. 

AW]�UIa�VW\�ZMKITT�ITT�\MV�QV�WVM�OW��*]\�ZMILQVO�Q\�I�KW]XTM�UWZM�\QUM[�[PW]TL�LW�\PM�\ZQKS�
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10. There, there. It’s not your fault. (Their, there, they’re, your and you’re)

AW]�_QTT�[MM�I�TQVS�IKKW]V\QVO�NWZ�\PM�LQNNMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�»\PMQZ¼�IVL�»\PMZM¼�QV�\PM�».Q^M�TM\\MZ�_WZL[¼�[MK\QWV�QV�\PM�TQVSQVO�QVLM`��<PQ[�Q[�
useful as these two often get mixed up. 

5W[\�KPQTLZMV�IZM�I_IZM�WN �\PM�[XMTTQVO�WN �»aW]Z¼�IVL�\PI\�»\PMa¼ZM¼�IVL�»aW]¼ZM¼�IZM�[PWZ\�NWZ�»\PMa�IZM¼�IVL�»aW]�IZM¼�J]\�R][\�OM\�QV\W�JIL�
habits. 

6W_��\PQ[�Q[V¼\�I�TQVS�J]\�UWZM�WN �I�ZMUQVLMZ��*MNWZM�aW]�_ZQ\M�LW_V�WVM�WN �\PM[M�Å^M�_WZL[��OM\�QV\W�\PM�PIJQ\�WN �[\WXXQVO�NWZ�Å^M�[MKWVL[�
IVL�\PQVS�_PQKP�WVM�aW]�IZM�[IaQVO��)ZM�aW]�[IaQVO�»aW]Z¼�WZ�»aW]�IZM¼'�7VKM�aW]¼^M�_WZSML�\PI\�W]\��aW]�_QTT�[XMTT�Q\�KWZZMK\Ta�VQVM�\QUM[�
out of  10. 

Just think ... Whoa there!

11. Come off it! (Words beginning com-)

?PMV�aW]�PMIZ�\PM�[W]VL�»KWU¼�I\�\PM�[\IZ\�WN �\PM�_WZL��\PM�NW]Z\P�TM\\MZ�Q[�IT_Ia[�I�KWV[WVIV\�W\PMZ�\PIV�»KWUI¼��»KWUM¼��»KWUMLa¼��
»+WUM\¼�IVL�»KWUQK¼�ITT�WN �_PQKP�PI^M�TQVS[�QV�\PM�TQ[\�JMTW_���<PM[M�IZM�_WZL[�QV�M^MZaLIa�][M��

Come to the ‘comedy�KT]J¼�\W�_I\KP�\PM�comic rather than drift into a coma shopping at Comet.

12. Y, oh, Y? (Three letter verbs that have no vowel or contain an ‘i’ ending with the sound –eye.) 

You use ‘y¼�WVKM�IVL�WVTa�WVKM��Q�M�KZy/cries and tie/tying 
1\¼[�VW\�KZy/crys or tie/tieing

;IUM�OWM[�NWZ�\PM[M�\PZMM�TM\\MZ�^MZJ["

Cry  Dry  Fry  Pry  Shy  Sky  Spy  Try 
Cries  Dries  Fries  Pries  Shies  Skies  Spies  Tries 

,QM�� 4QM�� <QM�� >QM�
,aQVO�� 4aQVO�� <aQVO�� >aQVO
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Key Stage 1: High-frequency words to learn
:MUMUJMZ��XPWVM\QK�_WZL[�IZM�VW\�QV�\PQ[�TQ[\��TQSM�»JQO¼��»J]\¼��»LWO¼��»LIL¼�IVL�»NZWU¼��)�OWWL�QLMI�_W]TL�JM�\W�LW�\MV�I\�I�\QUM�IVL�ZMXMI\�
Q\�I�_MMS�TI\MZ��;WUM�TQVS[�_QTT�OW�»QV¼�[\ZIQOP\I_Ia��7\PMZ[�_QTT�\ISM�UWZM�\PIV�WVM�OW��1N �aW]�VMML�I�TQVS�NWZ�\PM�[UITTMZ�_WZL�QV[QLM�\PMV�
aW]�_QTT�ÅVL�Q\�QV�\PQ[�TQ[\�WZ�\PM�N]TT�TQ[\�I\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PQ[�KPIX\MZ�

1�KIV¼\�I[S�aW]�\W�ZMUMUJMZ�M^MZa�[QVOTM�_WZL�QV�WVM�OW��[W�1¼^M�[XTQ\�\PM�PQOP�NZMY]MVKa�_WZL[�QV\W�JQ\M�[QbML�KP]VS[�WN �����0I^M�I�OW�_Q\P�
them and come back later to see if  they have stuck.

AW]�KIV�LQX�QV\W�\PM�TQVSQVO�QVLM`�I\�\PM�MVL�WN �\PQ[�JWWS�QN �aW]�_IV\�\W�ÅVL�TQVS[�NWZ�W\PMZ�_WZL[�IVL�\PMZM�IZM�\PW][IVL[�UWZM�WV�Ua�
website www.Thinkalink.co.uk.

GROUP 1: (ABOUT TO BECAUSE)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

About: What are U on about?

After: I prefer to see an A not an F after my homework

Again: a) It’s raining again b) I’m going to watch Lady Gaga in concert, 
again

All: All cars go down a road (ll)

Another: a) Not another one! b) Another go

Are: ‘a’ and ‘e’ are vowels

As: As you know your As, Bs and Cs, you can begin to read. 

Because: a) Big Elephants Can Always Understand Small Elephants b) 
... because a use for linking is helping you to spell
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GROUP 2: (BOY TO DOWN)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Boy: A boy can be a yob (‘boy’ backwards)

Brother: a) Yo bro! b) O, brother! c) Go rot, you smelly brother.

Call: We all call out once in a while

Called: We can’t all be called ‘Ed’.

Can’t: Can it? No it can’t.

Come & Some: Some people never come home

Could, Would and Should: O U liar! If you could, you would ... and you 
should.

Do and Don’t:  Don’t do it, Don!

Door: a) Open your eyes (o o) before opening a door b) Stand behind 
the door and say ‘Boo’!

Down, Now and Slow: Slow down, now!
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GROUP 3: (FIRST TO HERE)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

First: 1st is in the word f1rst

Girl: Golly! I really like that girl

Go: I’ve got to go

Going: Oi! Where are you going?

Good: Oo, that’s good

Half: a) Alf got half marks  b) Alf is half of Alfred

Has: a) He has made a hash of this spelling

Have: You have to behave 

He, Her & She: Did he or she help her?

Here: a) He read here b) Here is her e-mail c) Look at her, here!
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GROUP 4: (HIS TO LOVE)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

His, Is and This: This is his

House & Mouse: Does a mouse in a house use the loo to poo?

Into: I’m into Tom & Jerry

Is: Same link as ‘his’ above

Last: Last ... as always

Laugh: a) Look at us, giggling happily b) Laugh And U Get Happy  
c) We have a right laugh in August 

Little: There’s only a little left

Live and Lived: ‘Lived live’ backwards is ‘Evil devil’!

Look: Look with your eyes (o o)

Love: I love coming home
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GROUP 5: (MANY TO OR)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Many: Mandy has many friends

Me: Mel met me

More: a) More or less ...  b) Is it mORe me OR you?

Much: U C much better with your eyes open

Night: I get home late at night

No and Now: No, not now

Of: Take off the ‘f’ of ‘off’ to get ‘of’

Once: Once upon a time...

One: a) One-on-one contest b) A nose has one bone

Or: a) Knife or fork? b) O, R you ready or what? c) OR is an Operating 
Room
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GROUP 6: (OUR TO SHE)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Our: a) Of course U R b) O, U R our favourite

Out: Oi U! Get out!

People: a) People email other people lovely emails b) People eat 
omelettes. People like eggs c) Eskimo people live at the North Pole

Pull: Pull up

Push: a) Give us a push ... b) Don’t push us around!

Put: a) We put up with parents b) ‘Put up’ is the same back to front

Said: a) Say again? I didn’t hear what you said b) I said I am sad 
inside

Saw: a) Saw And Watched b) Saw wood

School: I get the ‘Choo choo’ train to school

He: Did he or she help her?
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GROUP 7: (SHOULD TO TWO)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Should: O U liar! If you could, you would ... and you should!

So: a) I’m so sorry b) You’re so soft

Some: Some people never come home

Their and There:  The i of ‘Their’ is a person. The ‘r’ of ‘There’ is a 
signpost

These and Those: a) The South East (SE) is a compass point b) These 
people call it the South East (SE). Those call it the Home Counties

They: a) They help them b) He, she and they

This: This is his

To: Top to toe

Took: I took a look with my eyes (o o)

Two: Twins are two people
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GROUP 8: (US TO WHO)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Us: a) Don’t rush us b) The U.S call us ‘Brits’

Very, Eve, Ever and Every: ‘Every’ contains the other 3 words Every 
Every Every

Want: No one wants ants in their pants

Was: With a smile

Water: a) You ate water? b) I hate water, it’s so dull c) Water is fat-
free d) A water rat

We and Were: We were wee, once

What: What is that hat!?

When: When does a hen lay an egg?

Where: Where? Here or there

Who: Why is he called ‘Dr Who’?
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GROUP 9: (WHY TO YOUR)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Why: Why is he called ‘Dr Who’?

Would: O U liar! If you could, you would ... you should!

You: a) You Owe Us b) You sounds like U

Your: U R your own worst enemy
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Key Stage 2: High-frequency words to learn
A good idea would be to try out 10 links at a time and repeat them a week later to see if  you can recall the correct spellings. Some links will 
OW�QV�[\ZIQOP\I_Ia��7\PMZ[�_QTT�\ISM�UWZM�\PIV�WVM�OW��1N �aW]�VMML�I�TQVS�NWZ�\PM�[UITTMZ�_WZL�QV[QLM�\PMV�aW]�_QTT�ÅVL�Q\�QV�\PQ[�TQ[\�WZ�\PM�
full list at the end of  this chapter.

GROUP 1: (ABOVE TO ASK)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Above: Over and above

Across: Run across the road and you will see a cross parent

Almost: ‘al’ is almost a word

Along and Walk: I took a long walk along the road

Also: ‘Al’ is short for ‘Alex’ but also ‘Alison’ and’ Alan’

Always: a) There is always a long way to do things and a short way  
b) Once a linker, always a linker

Animal: Animal - I’m a lion

Any: Andy says any spelling can be linked

Around, Four and Pound: I O U around four pounds

Ask: a) Ask as many questions as you wish b) Ask a silly question...
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GROUP 2: (ASKED TO BOTH)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Asked: Ask Ed as many questions as you like

Baby: Baby sounds like ‘Bay B’ with the b & y changed around

Balloon: Most balloons are ball-shaped

Before: The Beginning is before the End

Began: Mum began to beg me to eat my food...

Being: If we were human beeings we’d be making honey all day!

Below: Below water

Between: It’s ok to bet weeny amounts between friends

Birthday: Do you remember your 1st birthday?

Both: ‘Bot’ and ‘Bum’ are both names for your bottom
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GROUP 3: (BROUGHT TO DURING)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Brought: Who have you brought home, bro? Ugh!

Change: Hang on ... where’s my change?

Children: Wild children fill me with dread

Clothes: To some people clothes are THE most important thing

Coming: ‘Coming’ omits the ‘e’

Didn’t: I didn’t know that I was the only vowel in this word

Different: Different things differ ... funnily enough!

Does and Goes: Does Oliver eat seconds? Go on, eat some ... more!

Don’t: Don’t do it, Don

During: Do U ring your friend during supper time?
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GROUP 4: (EARTH TO GOES)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Earth: a) I’ve got earth in my ear ... yuk! b) How on earth can you call 
that art?

Enough, Thought & Through: a) Ugh! I haven’t thought this through 
enough b) O U great herbert! You haven’t thought this through enough

Every: I get excited every Christmas Eve

Eye: The word looks like a pair of eyes, a nose and a smiley face

Father: My father isn’t fat!

Following: Following a bird with one wing makes my head spin

Found: a) What have U found?  b) Found out

Friend: a) I go to my friend’s on Friday b) Man Friday was Robinson 
Crusoe’s friend

Garden: Let’s make a den in the garden

Goes: Does Oliver eat seconds? Go on eat some ... more!
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GROUP 5: (GONE TO KNOW)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Gone: a) It’s gone one o’clock b) The dog’s gone to get the bone c) It’s 
a goner

Half: a) Alf got half marks b) Alf is half of Alfred

Head: a) Headache b) Ahead

Heard: I heard with my ear

High: a) G! How high? b) How big and high is that?

I’m: I’m in love with him

Important: On holiday it is important to get a suntan

Jumped: a) I just jumped over a pedal bin b) A moped just jumped the 
lights c) Ed the cow jumped over the moon

Knew: a) The King knew it all b) I knew Kate would get William in the 
end!

Know: a) I don’t personally know Kate & William b) Does Mary know 
that ‘Mary know’ is ‘Wonky Ram’ backwards? c) The King is such a 
‘Know-it-all’ d) Ok, now I know how to spell it
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GROUP 6: (LADY TO OFTEN)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Lady: a) Lady sounds like Lay D with the d & y changed around b) 
Gladys is a lady’s name

Leave: I have to leave

Light: I get home while it is still light

Magic: Is Mag in charge (i/c) of the ‘Magic Show’?

Money: a) Money is number one b) I don’t O N E one money

Morning: Good morning

Mother: a) Godmother b) That is the mother of all moths!

Near: Near or far ...

Never: Never open presents on Christmas Eve!

Often: How often do you give a link ten out of ten?
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GROUP 7: (ONLY TO ROUND)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Only: Only on this occasion ... 

Opened: I opened the loo to have a pee

Other: Not her, the other girl!

Our: a) Of course U R b) O, U R our favourite.

Outside: Oi U, Sid. Outside ... now!

Own: a) Do you own a dressing-gown? b) We own a town house

Paper: Did you see the picture of that ape in the paper?

Place: That’s an ace hiding-place!

Right: Is it right if I go hunting tigers?

Round: a) I O U a round of drinks b) A round-up
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GROUP 8: (SECOND TO STRAIGHT)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Second: Hold on a second ... 

Show: Show me how

Sister: My sister always comes first (1st)

Small: We were all small once

Something: a) Something seems wrong to me b) Something’s up at 
home ...

Sometimes: Sometimes home sucks!

Sound: Thunder sounds frightening

Started: You star, Ted!

Stopped: We stopped the car 2 P

Straight: I go home straight after school
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GROUP 9: (SUCH TO UNTIL)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Such: U C such wonderful things

Suddenly: a) Then suddenly Donald Duck appeared! b) Suddenly there 
was a shudder

Sure: a) Sure U R! b) Are you Sure U R Elvis Presley?  

Swimming: a) M&Ms are swimming in calories b) Swimming races are 
often decided by millimetres (mm) c) The facilities at this swimming 
pool are mickey mouse (mm) d) Do you listen to Eminem (M&M) when 
you’re swimming?

Thought and Through: Ugh! I haven’t thought this through enough

Today: Day-to-day

Together: To Get Her

Turn: a) U-turn b) Turn up to school c) It’s your turn 

Turned: U turned angry, Ed b) It’s UR tURn, Ed

Until: Spelling was tricky until linking turned up ...
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GROUP 10: (UPON TO WINDOW)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Upon: Put the cup up on the shelf

Use: Use the bus

Used: Us, Ed and mum used Thinkalink!

Walk: Walk along the road

Walked: Ed walked along the road

Watch: a) A watchmaker b) Alarm watch c) Watch the match d) A! 
Watch it!

While: Worthwhile

White: Hit the white golf ball

Whole: The whole wide world

Window: Close the window or else the wind ... ow!
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GROUP 11: (WITHOUT TO YOUNG)

TRIED THIS ONE CAN REMEMBER IT

Without: Without U

Woke: I woke ok this morning

Woken: I was woken up by a poke

We’re: We’re here

Word: a) O my word! b) Say words with your mouth O-shaped

Work: Homework

World: The world is round (o)

Write: Write words

Year: a) A good car lasts for years b) Do your ears get bigger over the 
years?

Young: a) Youth means young b) Young people say ‘Yo!’ c) Young people 
play with Yo-Yos
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Chapter Five: Linking index - lots of links for lots of words
This is the full list including the above high-frequency words

Two, three and four letter words

Able: Are you able to stand on one leg?

Ace: The ‘Ace’ is a playing-card

Ache: Headache

Aid: First (1st) Aid

Air: I inhale air

All: All cars go down a road (ll)

A lot (a space between the words): A lot of space

Also: ‘Al’ is short for ‘Alex’ but also ‘Alison’ and ‘Alan’

Ante (Before) & Anti (Against): There is an ‘E’ in ‘Before’ and an ‘I’ in ‘Against’ 

Any: Andy says any spelling can be linked

Arch: An arch has an arc

Are: ‘a’ and ‘e’ are vowels

Area: Are a garden and park places you’d find a play-area? 

As: I’ve made a hASh of this spelling

Ask: a) Ask as many questions as you wish b) Ask a silly question...

Away: That’s a way away

Baby: Baby sounds like ‘Bay B’ with the b & y changed around

Bait: A fish bit the bait

Ball: All babies play with a ball

Bare: I’m bare in the bath

Bath: Bath mat

Be: Be the best

Bear and Bare: 
a) Bears have ears and are bare-naked
b) Please bear with me

Blew: The wind blew from east to west

Blue: Does the Queen have blue blood?

Blow: The wind blows
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Boat: A boat is at sea

Body: With that sort of bod, y cover it up?

Book, Cook, Look & Took: I took a look (oo) at the cook book

Both: a) ‘Bot’ and ‘Bum’ are both names for your bottom b) Both of them

Bow: a) Bow down b) A bow and arrow are weapons

Boy: A boy can be a yob (‘boy’ backwards)

Bra: Do ‘Bratz’ dolls wear bras?

Busy: A busy bus

Buy: U buy, I sell

Calm & Placid: Calm and placid

Call: We all call out once in a while

Can’t: I can, you can’t

Cast: Cast aside

Chef: A chef cooks

Chew: I chew sweetcorn from east to west

Clue: There’s a clue in the question...

Coal: The coal fire is alight

Coma: The woman is in a coma

Comb: Brush and comb

Come & Some: Some people never come home

Coop: a) Pigeons ‘coo’ in a coop b) There are 2 eggs (oo) in the chicken coop

Coup: What a coup! A real turn-up for the books

Crow: A crow has wings

Cute: Cute haircut!

Dawn: I awake at dawn

Dead:
a) Dead or alive 
b) Dead accurate 
c) Being dead is bad news 
d) Take dead aim ...

Deal, Meal and Real: Eat that meal as it’s the real deal!

Debt: a) You get in debt if you bet b) A bad debt c) If you’re broke, you’re in debt
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Die: You could die if you dive into an empty swimming pool

Do and Don’t: Don’t do it, Don!

Does and Goes: Does Oliver eat seconds? (Go on eat some ... more!) 

Done: Overdone

Door: 
a) Open your eyes (o o) before opening a door 
b) Stand behind the door and say ‘Boo’!

Down, Now and Slow: Slow down now

Dumb: Dumbbells

Due: Do U Emphasise the D of Due or do you say ‘jue’?

Dude: You’re such a dud, dude

Duty: Do your duties

Dye: Dye it yellow

Each: a) Do you each want a Big Mac? b) Each child needs to know their ABC

Ear: Earache

Earn: Earn money to eat

Easy: Easy as that

Eat: Eat at the table

Echo: Does Santa really say ‘Ho, ho, ho’ or is that his echo down the chimney? 

Every, Ever, Very and Eve: I get VERY excited eVERY Christmas Eve. I never ever get bored.

Eye: The word looks like a pair of eyes, a nose and a smiley face
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Fast: As fast as that!

Feat: To eat a whole chicken is some feat!

Fete: ET opening the fete ... are you on another planet?

Film: Fact. I love movies

Find: You find a fin on a shark

Flaw: There’s a flaw in that law

Flow: Water flows

Foam: a) Shaving foam b) I use shaving foam in the morning (AM)

Four: I O U four pounds

Foul: Foul-up

Fowl: Fowls & owls are birds

Fuel: Fill up empty litres

Full: Full up

Gain: ‘No pain, no gain’ is a saying

Gear: Cars have gears

Girl: Golly! I really like that girl

Give: a) I’ve given up b) Give me five minutes ... 

Glow: Glow worm

Glue: Superglue

Go: I’ve got to go

Gone: a) It’s gone one o’clock b) The dog’s gone to get the bone c) It’s a goner

Good: Oo, that’s good

Grey and Gray: Grey (English) & Gray (American)

Grow/Grown:  Grown-ups row  
Flowers grow

Hair: a) Love your hair, sir! b) That is an A1 hairstyle!

Half: a) Alf got half marks b) Alf is half of Alfred

Hang and Hung: A man is hanged and a picture is hung

Haul: Haul up

Have: You have to behave

He, Her and She: Did he or she help her?
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Head: a) Headache b) Ahead

Heir: He inherits riches

Here: a) He read here b) Here is her e-mail c) Look at her, here!

Hero: A hero is a man. Therefore - Him 1 Her 0

High: a) G! How high b) How big and high is that?

Hose: You normally point a hose south east (SE)

Hour: a) Hour hand b) Happy hour c) Rush hour

Huge: A huge hug

Ice: Ice-cream

I’m: I’m in love with him

Into: I’m into Tom & Jerry

Is, His and This: This is his

Isle: The Isle of Man is left of England

Isn’t: Isn’t snow just great!

It’s (it is) and Its (Possession): The apostrophe of it’s is a tiny letter i 

I’ve: I’ve given up

Join: Join in

Knee & Kneel: Kneel on your knee before the King

Knew: a) The King knew it all b) I knew Kate would get William in the end!

Know: 
a) I don’t personally know Kate & William
b) Does Mary know that ‘Mary know’ is ‘Wonky Ram’ backwards?
c) The King is such a ‘Know-it-all’
d) Ok, now I know how to spell it

Lady: 
a) Lady sounds like Lay D with the d & y changed around 
b) Gladys is a lady’s name

Lamb: A lambs says ‘Baaaaaaaa’

Last: Last ... as always

Law: ‘LA Law’ was an old TV programme based in Los Angeles, USA

Lawn: Lawn mower

Lazy: 
a) If you know your A to Z, then y are you so lazy when it comes to literacy?
b) Lazy sounds like Lay Z (Zee) with the z & y changed around
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Lead: ‘A’ leads the alphabet

Leak: Taps leak

Lie: No one likes a lie 

Live and Lived: ‘Lived live’ backwards is ‘Evil devil’!

Load, Toad and Road: A load of toads crossed the A-road

Lose: a) You lose an ‘o’ from loose b) Loss & Lose

Loud and Shout: Shout out loud.

Love: I love coming home

Low: Low down

Made: That made me mad

Mail: a) I love getting mail b) A1 size mail won’t go through the letterbox

Main and Britain: The A1 is the mA1n road in BritAIn

Many: Mandy has many friends

Mask: Gas mask

Me: Mel met me

Mean: You’re a mean man

Meat: Eat meat

Moan: Man! Do people moan or what?

Monk: The ‘o’ of ‘Monk’ is on his bald head

More: a) More or less ... b) Is it mORe me OR you?

Move: Move over

Mow: Try not to mow down whatever is crossing the road 

Mr and Mrs: The terms originate from Master and Mistress 

Much: U C much better with your eyes open

Nail: Fingernail

Near: Near or far...

New and News: News is new events from the north, east, west and south parts of the world

Nice: Nice ice-cream!

No: No, not now

Nose: A nose points south east (SE)
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Numb: a) Number 1 b) A numb bum

Obey: Obey and behave

Of: Cup of coffee

Oh: Oh, help!

Once: Once upon a time...

One: a) One-on-one contest b) A nose has one bone

Only: Only on this occasion....

Or: a) Knife or fork? b) O, R you ready or what? c) OR is an Operating Room

Ouch: Ouch! Didn’t U C me?

Our: a) Of course U R b) O, U R our favourite.

Out: Oi U! Get out!

Oven: Stove and oven

Owe: We owe nothing (o)

Own: a) Do you own a dressing-gown? b) We own a town house

Pain: You’re a pain in the neck

Pair: a) Pair of eyes (‘i’s) 

Paul: u are my PAL, PAuL

Paw: A bear can make a W sign with its paw

Pea: Garden pea

Pear: I eat a pear

Pie: The Pied Piper

Pier: Pie & chips on the pier.

Poor: 
a) I’m poor as I have zero, zero (o o) money 
b) Is 007 poor? 
c) Poor people poo

Pour: a) Pour into a cup which is U-shaped b) Put the umbrella up as it’s pouring

Pull: Pull up

Pure: U R pure class

Push: a) Give us a push ... b) Don’t push us around!

Put: ‘Put up’ is the same back to front

Race: Car is in race backwards
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Rail: a) I love a rail journey b) A 1st class rail journey

Rain: 
a) Rain indoors? Don’t be silly!
b) ‘Ra’, in Egyptian mythology, is the Sun God! 

Read: Read by learning your ABC

Rein: Rein in the horse

Rice: Rice pudding or ice-cream? 

Rich: The rich tend to be in charge (i/c)

Roam: Roam about

Roll: Roll up your brolly

Rose: A rose arose from the south

Row: Row a boat in the water

Rule: If you rule, U lead everyone

Said: a) Say again? I didn’t hear what you said b) I saId I am sad

Salt: Would you like salt on your salad, Sal?

Saw: a) Saw And Watched b) Saw wood

Says: ‘Dad always pays’ says mum.

Seat: Take a seat at the table

Sew: Sew with a needle

Shoe: Put your toes in your shoes

Show: Show me how

Sign: Sign your signature

Sir: I like sir

Snow: a) Ow! That snowball hurt b) White snow

So: a) I’m so sorry b) You’re so soft

Soap: a) Soap and tap water b) Bar of soap c) First soap then tap

Some: a) Some children leave home b) So me and you make two, which is some! 

Son: a) Son and boy b) Godson

Sore: Ouch, it’s so red!

Soup: Cup-A-Soup

Sow: Sow oats
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Such: U C such wonderful things

Suit: a) It suits U b) U and I are suited for each other

Sure: a) Sure U R! b) Are you Sure U R Elvis Presley?

Swan: A swan swam

Swap: Swap around

Tail: There is a tail (l) at the end of the word tail

Talk: Talk a lot

Tea: a) Tea bag b) Eat tea at the table

The: ‘The’ & ‘End’ both have 3 letters and contain the letter E

They: a) They help them b) He, she and they

Tidy: I’d tidy your room, if I were you

Tie: It takes time to tie a tie

To: Top to toe

Toe: Toes go from west to east

Toy: Yot (‘toy’ backwards) sounds like a toy boat

True: I’ve met the Queen ... it’s true! 

Tune: Turn that tune down! b) That’s a stunning tune!

Turn: a) U-turn b) Turn up to school c) It’s your turn 

Two: Twins are two people

Tyre: Y R tyres rubber?

Upon: Put the cup up on the shelf

Us: a) Don’t rush us b) The U.S call us ‘Brits’

Use: Use the bus

Very: (See ‘Eve’ above)

View: View with your I from East to West. 

Wait: Wait for it, wait for it ...

Walk & Along: I took a long walk along the road.

Wand: Wave a wand

Want: No one wants ants in their pants

War: Wage war
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Ware: Hardware

Warm: a) Getting too warm can harm you b) Warm armchairs are the best!

Was: With a smile

Wash: a) Carwash b) Wash your hands 

Wasp: Wasps and asps sting

We & Were: We were wee, once

Weak: 
a) Are we a weak nation?
b) You’ll become weak if you don’t eat your vitamins from E to A

Wear: You wear earmuffs.

What: What is that hat?

When: When does a hen lay an egg? 

Whet: Whet the appetite

Whip: Keep your whip on your hip

Who: Why is he called ‘Dr Who’? 

Why: Why is he called ‘Dr Who’? 

Woke: I woke ok this morning

Won: I won nothing (o)

Won’t: No, I won’t. (No is On backwards.)

Word: a) O my word! b) Say words with your mouth which is 0-shaped

Work: Homework

Worm: A worm comes out of a hole (o)

Wrap: Wrap up warm

Year: a) A good car lasts for years b) Do your ears get bigger over the years?

You: a) You Owe Us b) You sounds like U

Your: U R your own worst enemy
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Five letter words

About: What are U on about?

Above: Over and above

After: I prefer to see an A not an F after my homework

Again: a) It’s raining again b) I’m going to watch Lady Gaga in concert, again

Aisle: Aisle A is left. Aisle B is right

Alien: You didn’t see an alien. Don’t lie

Along: (See ‘Walk’ in the ‘Four Letter’ section)

Aren’t: E numbers aren’t good for you

Argue: You can’t argue with how useful e-mail is

Arrow: A bow and arrow are weapons

Asked: Ask Ed as many questions as you like

Began: Mum began to beg me to eat my food...

Being: If we were human beeings we’d be making honey all day!

Below: Below water

Bible: 
a) In the Bible, I hated the bit where Jesus bled
b) Is ‘Le Bib’ a French children’s food bible?

Blood: Whose blood is that on the loo door?

Board: a) Cardboard b) Boardgame c) Blackboard d) Dartboard

Brain: Your brain is in your head

Bread: White bread is bad for you

Brief: Brief means brisk

Broad: Abroad

Build: Builder’s bum

Built: A built-up area

Canoe: Can a toe get stuck in a canoe?

Catch: A dog tries to catch the cat

Chasm: A chasm is a hole

Chief: Chief Hiawatha

Chord: Harpsichord
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Chose: I chose those

Class: Who’s that lass in your class, son?

Climb: I climbed into bed

Close: Close means Shut (the door)

Cloud: Look up at a cloud

Comet: Do you prefer Comet or Homebase?

Comic: A comic uses a microphone

Comma: Is it Google.com, ma or Google.com?

Cough: Don’t hug me with that cough!

Could: O U liar! If you could, you would... and you should!

Cover: Cover over 

Cream: a) Salad cream b) Hand cream

Cries: It’s a crime if dad cries in public

Crumb: Breadcrumb

Daily: I love you daily

Dairy: a) I run a dairy farm b) A DIY dairy farm sounds fun

Death: a) At death’s door b) I love to eat ‘Death by Chocolate’

Didn’t: I didn’t know that I was the only vowel in this word

Doubt:
a) Never doubt a cub scout
b) ‘Do U believe, Thomas?’ asks Peter
c) Do U doubt BT’s phone bills?

Dough/Doughnut: O U Great doughnut!!!

Dozen: 
a) Someone called the 12 Apostles the ‘Dozy Dozen’. Disgraceful!
b) Do Zen courses last a dozen weeks?

Drama: a) I am a drama queen b) For road dramas, call the AA

Dream: Daydream

Earth: 
a) I’ve got earth in my ear....yuk! 
b) How on earth can you call that art?
c) How did life on earth start?

Early: a) 4am is early b) We hear from an early age

Eight: Every evening I get home at eight o’clock
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Every, Ever, Very and Eve: I get VERY excited eVERY Christmas Eve. I never ever get bored.

Fairy: A fairy flies in the air

Faith: Linking – have faith in it

False: Give me back my false eye-lashes or else ...

Fault: U liar, it was your fault

Fibre: Eat ‘Fruit & Fibre’ at breakfast

Field: Lie in the field

First: 1st is in the word f1rst

Flies: Flick flies away from your face

Flood: Don’t flood the loo

Floor: 
a) The loo floor is wet! 
b) 007 wipes the floor with the baddies 
c) Boogie on the dance floor

Forty: Grandpops snores when he’s having forty winks

Found: a) What have U found? b) Found out

Fraud: A fraud is a dud

Fruit & Juice: U and I ought to drink fruit juice as it has Vitamin C 

Gauge: It’s important to gauge the weather in August as it’s holiday season

Ghost: Holy Ghost

Giant: Green giant

Glass: My lass wears glasses

Gnome: Garden gnome

Going: Oi! Where are you going?

Great: It’s great to eat

Gross: A gross loss

Group: A pop group hopes its song goes up the charts

Grown: Grown-ups row

Guard: 
a) Keep your guard up 
b) Mudguard 
c) Security guard 
d) Toothpaste guards your gums

Guess: U guessed it!
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Guide: U and I need to be guided

Heard: I heard with my ear

House & Mouse: Does a mouse in a house use the loo to poo? 

Human: Humans hum a tune if they don’t know the words

Image: a) Did you see the gross image in that mag? b) I’m age 5 in that image

Knife: a) Kitchen knife b) Knife and fork

Knock: Knock on the kitchen door

Laugh: 
a) Look at us, giggling happily
b) Laugh And U Get Happy 
c) We have a right laugh in August 

Learn: You learn by using your ear

Leave: I have to leave

Litre: When my petrol gauge lit red I went to the garage. 

Loose: A loose loo-seat

Magic: Magic ‘e’ spells ‘Mag Ice’

Match: a) I’ll see you at the match b) Wear a hat to the match

Maybe: It maybe ‘maybe’ or ‘may be’

Meant: I meant to be mean

Model: a) Role model b) Supermodel c) Model Elle Macpherson

Money and Honey: 
a) Money is number one, honey 
b) I don’t O N E one money, honey

Month: 
a) The month of October 
b) 9 months on and I’m about to have a son 
c) Month on month, year on year ...
d) This month I gave it the Full Monty.

Motor and Cycle: A motorcycle has 2 wheels (o o) and lots of CC

Mouth: Shut your mouth

Music: Are the U.S in charge (i/c) of the music scene? 

Naïve: Evian (Water) is naïve backwards

Never: Never open presents on Christmas Eve!

Obese: Obese people’s bellies point East South East (ESE)

Ocean: If it was ‘Osean’ then it would be a sea not an ocean which doesn’t make sense! 
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Occur: Cracks occur in old age

Often: How often do you give a link ten out of ten?

Other: Not her, the other girl!

Ought: 
a) You ought to see yourself in the mirror ... ugh! 
b) O, U ought to go hunting tigers

Paint: Tin of paint

Paper: Did you see the picture of that ape in the paper?

Patch: a) Pat Patch the dog b) I’ve got a patch on my hat

Phase: Has phase 1 been completed yet?

Phone: a) Payphone b) Phone home

Peace: Peace and calm

Piece: A piece of pie

Place: That’s an ace hiding-place!

Plain: In plain English please ...

Plane: Planes land

Plant: You find an ant in a plant

Pound, Sound, Around: I O U around four pounds. Does that sound about right?

Prior: Prior means Before

Prize: No prizes for guessing what the last letter of the alphabet is ...

Puree: Shouldn’t it be spelt ‘purea’ as it’s pronounced ‘pure A’?

Queue: Join the queue, if you’re from the EU

Quiet: A jet isn’t quiet

Raise: Rise is in Raise

Ready: a) Ready-made b) Ready to read? c) Ready, aim ... fire!

Reign: A new reign would reignite the country 

Rhino: Rhinos and hippos

Roast: Roast spuds or mash?

Round: a) I O U a round of drinks b) A round-up

Royal: The Royal family say ‘ya’

Saint: Saints are in Heaven
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Salad: A lad should eat salad

Sauce/Saucer: Why is there an upturned cup on my saucer? 

Scene: Did you c that scary scene in the science fiction film?

Scent: The scent of a candle

Seize: Seize the prize

Siege: People die in a siege

Small: We were all small, once

Sound: I O U around four pounds. Does that sound about right?

Speak: A pea can’t speak!

Spell: It’s easier to spell letters between two lines (ll)

Steam: A cup of tea produces steam

Story: A sad story makes me cry

Style: ‘Style’ and ‘sty’ don’t exactly go together!

Sugar: Does sugar grow in sunny gardens? 

Super: That supper was super!

Swamp: I just swam in a swamp ... yuk!

Sweat: Armpits sweat

Sword: a) A sword is a weapon b) Use a sword in war c) My word, what a sword!

Table: Table leg

Teach/Teacher: a) School will teach you your ABC b) My teacher loves a Big Mac

Tease: Don’t tease by offering cream teas as they’re bad for me

Their and There: The i of ‘their’ is a person. The ‘r’ of ‘there’ is a signpost.
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Theme: The theme today is ‘Me’!

These and Those: 
a) The South East (SE) is a compass point
b) These people call it the South East (SE). Those call it the Home Counties. 

Threw: I threw the ball from east to west

Thumb: a) Broken thumb b) Thumbelina c) When you put your thumb up, the shape it makes with your fist is b-shaped

Title: Tie tl’ sounds like ‘Title’ with the e in the middle

Today: Day-to-day

Total: Go to Think-A-Link for total satisfaction

Touch: Ouch! Don’t touch

Towel: I owe you money for that towel

Train: a) Do you get on or in a train? b) Trains are a pain in the neck

Treat: We eat treats

Tries: A con man tries to trick you.

Until: Spelling was tricky until linking turned up ...

Usage: U sag with little usage of your gym equipment

Using: U sing by using your voice

Value: You can’t put a value on the invention of e-mail

Vowel: You can’t hear the second vowel in this word which is the second vowel in the alphabet ... e

Waist: 1st rule of fitness - a thin wa1st

Wasn’t: Wasn’t that snow just great yesterday!

Watch: a) A watchmaker b) Alarm watch c) Watch the match d) A! Watch it!

Water: a) You ate water? b) I hate water, it’s so dull c) Water is fat-free

Weird: 
a) That bird looks weird         
b) The ‘i before e’ rule doesn’t apply here. How weird!

Whack: Whack and hit

Whale: A whale is huge

Wheel: Hot Wheels

Where: Where? Here or there!

Which: Which is funnier, a hiccup or a burp?

While: Worthwhile
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White: Hit the white golf ball

Whole: The whole wide world

Witch: Does a witch have an itch?

Woken: I was woken up by a poke

Women/Woman: Women = Zero (0) men

World: The world is round (o)

Worse: For better or worse ...

Would: a) O U liar! If you could, you would ... and you should!

Wring: Wring out water

Wrist: a) Wristwatch b) Write words with your wrist

Write: Write words

Wrong: Wrong way

Yacht: Being on a yacht gives me a headache

Yearn: I yearn to wind back the years

Young: 
a) Youth means young 
b) Young people say ‘Yo!’ 
c)Young people play with Yo-Yos

Youth: Youth means young
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Six letter words

Accept: 
a) Accept the consequences if you’re caught on a CCTV camera 
b) Accept the accusation and get on with it!

Across: Put a cross across the thing you don’t want

Advice (noun) and Advise (verb): Advice – ‘Ice’ is a noun; Advise – ‘Is’ is a verb

Affect (verb) and Effect (noun): RAVEN: Remember - Affect Verb. Effect Noun 
(They can be the other way round but it’s rare.)

Afraid: I’d be afraid if I were you! b) I’m afraid I did ...

Almost: ‘al’ is almost a word

Allege: An allegation is to allege something

Always: 
a) There is always a long way to do things and a short way 
b) Once a linker, always a linker

Anchor: a) The hook of an anchor b) Spreading Anchor butter is such a chore

Animal: Animal - I’m a lion

Answer: 
a) Question: Which Australian state is Sydney in? Answer: New South Wales (NSW) 
b) A political man swerves the answer

Around: I O U around four pounds. Does that sound about right?

Ascent: Climb the ascent

Assume: Don’t assume as it makes an ass out of U and me

August: Look at U gust wind, blowing everyone’s hats off!

Author: 
a) All U authors write a story
b) Ay up. The first and last syllables of Author sound the same but are spelled differently

Autumn: 
a) Does autumn begin in August and end in November? 
b) Are the leaves all up there? Um, maybe not

Barrel: Unload the barrels off the lorry, please

Before: The Beginning is before the End

Bodice: Nice bod, iceman!

Bought: What have you just bought, Bo? Ugh!

Breath: Do you take a breath before you eat?

Bridge and Fridge: Get rid of the fridge over the bridge

Caesar and Caesarean: A&Es are an often used place for an emergency caesarean
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Called: We can’t all be called ‘Ed’

Cancel: CanCEL Every Lesson ... hooray!

Castle: Shall we cast Les into the moat?

Casual: Dress as casual as U like

Cement: Cement makes concrete

Centre: The centre is the core

Cereal: Rice really is the most used cereal

Chain: A chain has links

Change: Hang on ... where’s my change?

Cheese: Smelly cheese

Choose: Now close your eyes (oo) and choose ...

Clique: You need a high IQ to join a ‘geek clique’. 

Colour: a) The colour of ur eyes (o o) b) The colour of ur cheeks (o o)

Comedy: 
a) I watch the Comedy channel at home 
b) Comedy is often about home truths 

Coming: ‘Coming’ omits the ‘e’

Common: Run on the common

Couple: I O U plenty of favours, not just a couple!

County: A county is in a country

Course: Of course U R

Cousin: 
a) The coins that our coUSins in the US use are ‘cents’ 
b) My cousin claims housing benefit

Coward: Cowards don’t fight in wars

Cuckoo: ‘Now U C me. Now you don’t,’ says the cuckoo

Defeat(ed): I can’t eat any more. This meal has defeated me.

Delete: Let me show you where the ‘delete’ button is ...

Desert: a) Desert sand b) Desert sun c) Sahara desert

Design: Who should we designate to do the design?

Double: Does Double O 7 bleed easily?

Dragon: Dragon’s smoke ring (o)
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During: Do U ring your friend during supper time?

Effect: (See ‘Affect’ above)

Either: Do you pronounce ‘Either’ with a long ‘e’ or a long ‘i’?

Except: Everyone can come except my ‘Ex’

Excite: Xmas (Christmas) does excite me so

Family: You’re family, of course I love you!

Father: My father isn’t fat!

Friend: 
a) I go to my friend’s on Friday 
b) Man Friday was Robinson Crusoe’s friend

Fulfil: Ful Fil Fal Fel & Fol don’t fulfil the criteria for a word

Furore: Shouldn’t it be spelt ‘Furora’ as it’s pronounced ‘Fur Or A’?

Future: Freshen Up The Universe. Recycle Everything

Garage:
a) Go to the garage to find out your car age 
a) Garage mechanics use a rag

Garden: Let’s make a den in the garden

Ground: UndergrOund tunnel (O)

Health: Health and safety

Heroes: Kiss the feet and toes of your heroes

Honest: Hand on heart, honest

Injury: Is it a ‘work injury’ if you hurt yourself in jury service? 

Instil: Linking instils confidence

Island: An island is land surrounded by water

Knight: A King’s knight

Jumped: 
a) I just jumped over a pedal bin 
b) A moped just jumped the lights
c) Ed the cow jumped over the moon

League: A GU chocolate pud is in a different league

Liaise:
a) It’s apt that two little people are in the word ‘liaise’ 
b) To liaise we need to meet i 2 i.

Listen: Listen 1st then talk

Little: There’s only a little left
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London: London Zoo

Lonely: One person can get lonely

Lovely: It’s lovely coming home

Mature: Look at U being all mature! 

Memory: A memo is a memory-aid

Minute: Can you crack a nut in one minute?

Mirror: Is that a Rolls Royce (RR) or a Mercedes in the rear-view mirror? 

Monday: Boo! It’s Monday

Mother: a) Godmother b) That is the mother of all moths!

Muscle: Mr ‘Muscle’ - cleaning detergent

Notice/Notices/Noticed: 
a) Not Ice Not Ices Not Iced 
b) Did you notice the ice-cream van?
c) Did you notice who was in charge (i/c)?

Nought: I scored nought (0) ... ugh!

Office: Who’s in charge (i/c) of this office?

Opened: I opened the loo to have a pee

Orange: My Orange mobile phone just rang

Outside: Oi U, Sid. Outside ... now!

Palace: a) Does Buckingham Palace have a lace curtain or two?

Parent: Parents are always right!

Pencil: Pencil Case

People: 
a) People email other people lovely emails 
b) People eat omelettes. People like eggs 

Person: My son is a person

Petrol: Petrol and Oil

Please: Do as you please

Planet: 
a) You can’t fly a plane to a planet ... yet! 
b) Millions on the planet surf the Net

Pocket: Pocket set

Police: a) The police are in charge (i/c) b) Teletubby Po has lice. Call the police
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Prince & Princess: Prince Charles and the new Princess Camilla

Priory: I give this pr10ry 10 out of 10, Brother John

Pursue: I pursue U

Rabbit: Bugs Bunny is a rabbit

Raisin: Do you use self-raising flour when cooking a raisin biscuit?

Rather: I’d rather rat her than get in trouble myself.

Really: We all really love linking!

Reason: The reason I want a son is that I already have 14 daughters!

Recent: If something is recent it’s current

Recipe: That recipe was an epic! (Cipe backwards.) 

Reduce: Reduce your speed when U C a red light. 

Regime: There’s always a strict regime in an army regiment

Relief/Relieve: Lie down to relieve back pain

Rescue: U rescue me

Rhythm: Rhythm helps your two hips move

Rolled: Ed, rolled up his brolly

Safety: Health and safety

Scheme: He has a scheme to get me 

School: I get the ‘Choo choo’ train to school

Season: ... and in the season of winter a son was born in a manger

Second: Hold on a second ...

Secret: Come here a sec and I’ll tell you a secret ...

Should: a) O U liar! If you could, you would ... and you should!

Sister: My sister always comes first (1st)

Source: So, U R CE (Church of England) not Catholic - the source of your belief 

Spread: Spread about

Square: U are so square and dull

Steady: Steady lad, steady ...

Stream: a) I am in the top stream b) Streams and lakes

Studio: That stud in the art STUDIO gets a 10 from me!
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Subtle: If we’re subtle and sneak on a sub, then maybe we can win this game. Let’s see...

Supply: Who will supply the ingredients for tonight’s supper?

Taught: Teachers rarely taught in August as it’s too hot

Tenant: I’ve got ten ants in my pants!

Thames: It’s such a shame that the Thames is so polluted. 

Threat: He is a real threat

Toilet: Those tiles for the toilets are rubbish!

Tongue: There’s gum on the side of your TON’GUE’ (E is M on its side) 

Turned: U turned angry, Ed b) It’s UR tURn, Ed

Unique: Einstein was unique and had a seriously high IQ 

Useful: Linking is useful

Vacuum: Vacuum the BM double U please

Walked: Ed walked along the road

Wander: a) Wander about b) To meander is to wander

Weapon: a) Weapons are arms b) Aim with your weapon

Window: Close the window or else the wind ... ow!

Wonder/Wonderful: 
a) The ‘7 Wonders of the World’ - which is O-shaped
b) Wow, that’s wonderful!
c) I wonder what it’s like to be James Bond?
d) The Wonderful World of Willy Wonka
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Seven letter words

Absence: The second S in absence is conspicuous by its absence

Address: You can’t address the whole school in that mad dress, mum!

Against: I’ve nothing to gain voting against you

Alcohol: Did you know there’s water in alcohol? An H and 2 Os 

Already: Is Al ready already?

Amateur: As a mate U R a real ‘pro’

Another: a) Not another one! b) Another go

Athlete: Let me be an athlete, sir...

Attempt (3 Ts and a P): When having a p, if at first you don’t succeed, try, try, try again. 

Awesome: a) We are awesome b) E-mail is awesome! c) Westerns are awesome!

Balloon: Most balloons are ball-shaped

Battery: A Duracell battery lasts a very long time 

Because: 
a) Big Elephants Can Always Understand Small Elephants
b) Why does a case have a handle? Because you need to carry it

Believe: This is one lie you have to believe

Benefit: 
a) Is there N E benefit to this link? 
b) You can see the benefit if you beef it up at the gym
c) The benefits of e-mail are endless

Bicycle: Don’t ride your bicycle on icy roads

Biscuit: a) Cup of tea and and a biscuit b) Custard cream biscuit

Breadth: Your breadth of knowledge will grow if you read

Britain: The A1 is the longest road in BritA1n

Brother: a) Yo bro! b) O, brother! c) Rot in hell, you smelly brother!

Brought: Who have you brought home, bro? Ugh!

Butcher: Butchers cut meat

Caution: Take caution, if you C A U-turn

Chicken: Chicken & egg

Clothes: To some, clothes are THE most important thing 

Collect: I’ll collect you from college
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College: Once college is over, parents need to give you a leg-up onto the property ladder (ll)
Colonel: Is ‘El Colon’ a Spanish book about punctuation?

Column: a) Newspaper column b) Nelson’s Column

Comfort/Comfortable: 
a) R you able to get comfortable on the loo?

Compete: Never compete with the teacher’s pet

Control: It’s cool to be in control

Correct: Sorry, that is not correct

Couldn’t: You could, you nit! (‘Nit looks like n’t)

Council: Pencil me in for the council meeting

Country: A county is in a country

Courage: As our age increases, our courage grows

Currant: a) Do Ant & Dec like currant buns? b) Currants and raisins

Current: 
a) Current means Present 
b) e-mail is a current form of communication
c) What’s the current rent please, landlord?
d) If something is recent it’s current

Curtain: I can C U standing under the curtain rail. 

Dessert: We’re stressed (desserts backwards) as our desserts haven’t arrived!

Dilemma: Do I leave Emma? That’s my dilemma

Disease: You could DIE if you get a DIseasE on the seas

Emperor: Was Emperor Nero a hero?

Evening: Don’t ever spell it everning!

Example: I gave my ‘ex’ ample time to move out

(When you hear the sound ‘eggs’ at the start of a word, it’s normally spelled ‘ex’ not ‘eg’ other than egg, ego and Egypt.)

Fashion: Is ‘Hi Fashion’ a magazine? 

Foreign: A change of Prime Minister has reignited the Foreign Policy argument 

Forfeit: ... and Federer forfeits the match. Murray is Wimbledon champion! 

Farther (distance) and Further (time): Farther away. Further your career. 
(These definitions are not set in stone but are near enough.)

History: Hi, story-teller. Tell us a story

Illegal: It’s illegal to park on a double yellow line (ll)
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Improve: 
a) Your spelling will improve over time
b) We need to improve on your score of zero (0)

Instead: Don’t be a bad speller. Be a good one instead!

January: Did Mary have Jesus baptised in January?  

Journey: This e-book is helping us on our journey of life

Karaoke: Your Karaoke-singing is a joke.

Kitchen: Hen’s eggs are in the kitchen

Laundry: Shake out the undry laundry

Leisure: I sure love my leisure time

Library: I’ve left my bra in the library ... oops!

Licence: You need 2 C to obtain a Driving Licence

License: Not licensing your product is a sin

Machete: Cutting yourself on a machete could ache a bit! 

Marshal: Field Marshal

Machine: A chin-up for my friend is a breeze ... he’s a machine!

Michael: Dr Michael is in charge (i/c) at the hospital’s (H) A&E

Minimum: Is a ‘mini’ mum a small mother?

Miracle: Call the RAC for roadside miracles

Mission: Mission Impossible

Mistake: Make no mistake, the MI5 take no prisoners

Monarch: Marble Arch is near the monarch’s home

Morning: Good morning

Mystery: It’s a mystery Y ‘Myster Y’ has changed the ‘i’ of Mister to a ‘y’

Natural: U R A natural speller

Neither: Do you pronounce ‘Neither’ with a long ‘e’ or a long ‘i’?

Nothing: Nothing (0)

Officer: The officer is in charge (i/c)
Outside: U, outside ... now!

Passion: 

a) Pass me the passion fruit, please 
b) On the ‘Passion’ Scale I pass with a score of 10
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Patient: You need to be patient to tie a tie

Penguin: 
a) Pingu is a TV penguin  
b) G, U in this country? Surely not, Mr Penguin!

Pharaoh: ‘The patron of the Pharaoh was the Sun god, Ra’...’Oh.’ 

Picture: Turn your head so I can take a pictUre of U

Plumber: Do you have the plumber’s number?

Produce: To get a hen to produce an egg, give it a prod, U C? Eggs!

Promise:
a) A promise is a promise 
b) I promise you’ll get a pay rise
c) The M15 promise to defend the country

Quality: 
a) Something that is A1 is of high quA1ity 
b) Muhammad Ali was a quality boxer

Quarter: The Q for the art gallery was a quarter of a mile long!

Receipt: Is this piece (eceip backwards) of paper the receipt?

Receive: Yes, yes, I’ve received it!

Relieve: Lie down to relieve back pain

Revenge: Revenge is to get even

Rhubarb: Rhubarb is the hub of a ‘Rhubarb & Custard’ pudding.....funnily enough!
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Sausage: a) Sausage is a usage for pork b) South Africa (Boerwoers), USA (Hot Dogs) and Germany (Frankfurters)

Science: SciEncE-fiction buffs like 2 C (SEE) Into the future

Session: 5 + 5 = 10. That ends the maths se5510n

Skilful: 
a) Wilf is skilful 
b) Football is a skilful game

Soldier: Soldiers die in battle

Special: The CIA have special agents

Started: You star, Ted!

Stopped: We stopped the car 2 P

Success: It’s great 2 C success

Support: I need some support cooking this supper

Theatre: a) Going to the theatre is a treat b) I’ll meet you there, AT the theATre 

Trouble: O U are in so much trouble!

Tuesday: Statues

Twelfth: 
a) ... and at the twelfth hour, an elf appeared
b) An elf appears in the twelfth month of the year

Usually: The bus U all catch is usually late 

Village: I’ll age in this village as it’s so sleepy!

Walking: You’ll never see the King walking along the road

Weather: a) In the heat of the weather b) Eat outside when it’s hot weather

Welcome: We love to cOME hOME

Whether: Whether he likes it or not ...

Whopper: A ’Whopper’ hamburger

Without: Without U

Woollen: There’s a pair of tights (ll) in the word ‘woollen’ Wouldn’t: Wouldn’t you, you nit? (Nit looks like n’t.)
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Eight letter words

Accident: 
a) They caught the accident on CCTV
b) If, with my 500cc, I dent a car, it would be an accident
c) In a car crash I dent my car
d) A car crash is an accident

Actually: 
a) Actually, U all act a bit in life without realising it
b) Actually, U all can link

Apparent: Is it apparent that your pa (ap backwards) is your parent?

Argument: An argument over some gum? Tut tut

Birthday: Do you remember your 1st birthday?

Broccoli: 
a) Broccoli - The 2 Cs are trees and the l is the stork
b) Broccoli has lots of Vitamin C ... it’s 1 L of a vegetable! 

Business: 
a) Fido’s done his business in the bus
b) There’s one S (ess) in ‘bus’ 
c) I got on a bus in Essex
d) I got the bus in to my place of business

Calendar: 
a) Lend a hand at Christmas (calendar) 
b) Hertz: We lend a CAR for a CAlendaR year, at the best rates

Category: People with an ego hate to be put into a category

Children: Wild children

Complete: Let me complete it for you ...

Corridor: The wallpaper on that corridor is horrid 

Courtesy: Professional tennis players take a courtesy car to the tennis court 

Crescent: A crescent is C-shaped

Cupboard: Cup Board 

Daughter:
a) Was your daughter born in August?
b) Keep your daughter out of the sun in August as it’s hot

Decimate: It’s Dec 1, mate, and your children are about to decimate your bank account

Decision: Dec is the decision-maker in the ‘Ant and Dec’ partnership

Disaster: The SAS try to avert disaster

Discreet: Be discreet about where we’re going to meet 

Discrete (Distinct): Dis Crete Island has some distinct features 
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Emphasis: Cars: Men put too much emphasis on MPH, as is their wont

Exercise: Exert energy to lose calories when you exercise 

Exciting: Xmas (Christmas) is so exciting!

February: R U A sucker for Valentine’s in February?

Handsome: Handsome devil

Impostor: 007 is an impostor

Incision: a) An incision is a cut b) You see many an incision in ‘CSI’ on TV 

Innocent: In no century is murder an innocent crime

Instinct: My instinct told me I would like ‘Monsters Inc’

Interest: The Internet has got our interest b) No interest here

Lacerate: To lacerate is to cut

Language: As u age, your grasp of the English language improves

Lavatory: 
a) Is there a story why the lavatory chain is broken?
b) Flush a Tory policy down the lavatory

Literacy & Numeracy: Take care (erac backwards) with your literacy and numeracy

Medicine: 
a) A medic in emergencies uses medicine
b) Clooney was the gorgeous medic in ER

Medieval: People did die in medieval times

Meringue: Does Pingu like meringues? 

Misspelt: I’m Miss Pelt, your new English teacher

Nastiest: Sir, as ties go, that’s the nastiest

Nuisance: Nuisance is a nuisance to spell.

Occasion: The soccer World Cup is a big occasion (the first o is a football)

Omelette: At home, let Terry make the omelette

Ordinary: 
a) The Virgin Mary was no ordinary lady 
b) An A is no ordinary grade
c) We live in a very ordinary world

Parallel: There’s an alley (ll) in the word ‘Parallel’

Pavilion: There’s a wicket (lll) in the pavilion

Personal and Personnel: On a personal note, have you met that person, Nel, from ‘Personnel’?  

Pharmacy: If you harm yourself, go to a pharmacy which is a chemist’s
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Pleasure and Treasure: Discovering treasure is a sure pleasure

Porridge: That porridge was horrid!

Practice (noun) and Practise (verb): Practice – ‘Ice’ is a noun. Practise – ‘Is’ is a verb

Pregnant: My nan is pregnant!

Premises: ‘Oi, get off my premises!’ yelled Old MacDonald ... e i e i o

Probably: You’re probably being a baby

Question: I’m on a quest of answering 10 quest10ns out of 10

Rehearse: My ears hurt when loud bands rehearse

Reindeer: Red-nosed reindeer

Relevant: Is a navel (levan backwards) relevant?

Religion: The 10 Commandments define the relig10n of Christianity

Sandwich: Cheese and pickle sandwich

Scissors: C is so right here, as it’s the first letter of ‘Cut’ (scissors)

Separate: 
a) You separate a rat from the rest of the class
b) To separate is to part
c) Paragraphs separate sentences

Shouldn’t: You should, you nit! (Nit looks like n’t)

Solution: Solve the solution

Squirrel: Squirrels hate lorries 

Suddenly: 
a) Then suddenly, Donald Duck appeared!
b) Suddenly, there was a shudder!

Surprise: Burp!! That surprised me

Swimming: 
a) M&Ms are swimming in calories
b) Swimming races are often decided by millimetres (mm)
c) The facilities at this swimming pool are mickey mouse (mm)
d) Do you listen to Eminem (M&M) when you’re swimming?

Syllable: There is an L in each syllable of the word syllable

Thousand: 
a) Us and 998 others total one thousand 
b) Sand is made up of thousands of grains

Together: To Get Her

Tomorrow: Tom Or Row 

Trousers: Use a belt with your trousers
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Wardrobe: Ward Robe 

Withhold: With hold

Wondrous: The wondrous Dr Who
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Nine letter words

Architect: ‘Arch it a bit more.’ says the architect

Admission: Do you have an admission form, Miss?

Assistant: Is Ant Dec’s assistant? 

Beautiful: Be a beautiful person

Beginning: In the beginning, baby Jesus was born in the inn... 

Breakfast: 
a) I need breakfast to charge my personal AA batteries
b) Break your fast by eating breakfast

Cardboard: Card Board 

Caribbean: Dribbling a football on a Caribbean beach ... heaven!

Champagne: Champagne’s too strong for knitting ‘Champ’ Agnes as she ends up in stitches. 

Character: Does my charwoman act like the Queen (ER) or what?

Christmas: Happy Christmas Sam (‘mas’ backwards)

Chocolate: 
a) Chocolate or Coca Cola? Hmm... 
b) Chocolate-flavoured Coca Cola? Yuk! 
c) You’ve missed out on the choc, o late one. 

Committee: A committee has to hear everything twice (double ’m’, ‘t’ and ‘e’)

Conqueror: Was ‘William the Conqueror’ a hero?

Consensus: Let’s be sensible here and ask what the consensus is ... 

Criticise: A critic criticises

Croissant: ‘Velcro? Is Santa having a laugh, mum?

Desperate: Desperate measures are taken in an ER (Emergency Room)

Diarrhoea: Runny, runny, help ... oops!
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Different: Different things differ ... funnily enough! 

Difficult: If you join an iffi ‘cult’, it’s difficult to leave 

Disappear and Disappoint: 
a) 2 P or not 2 P? That S the question. Shakespeare never disappoints and will never disappear
b) Soppy people always disappoint and need to disappear in a flash! 
Embarrass/Embarrassing: That’s doubly embarrassing, mum!

Favourite: O, U R our favourite

Following: Following a bird with one wing makes my head spin

Happiness: We all pine for happiness

Important: On holiday it is important to get a suntan

Incubated: In Cuba Ted

Interrupt: Don’t interrupt Uncle Terry!

Itinerary: These days, it’s rare (erar backwards) to be given an itinerary

Jewellery: 
a) Madame (Elle) wears jewellery 
b) I saw some great jewellery advertised in ELLE magazine

Leicester: It can be ice cold in Leicester

Lightning: In the 100m, Usain ‘Lightning’ Bolt may one day break NINE seconds (NINE letters in ‘Lightning’)

Limousine: 
a) I’m using the boss’s limousine ... yippeeeeee! 
b) O, us in a limousine ... hello?
d) My cousin has a limousine!

Manoeuvre: Man O e U v R e

Medallion: Medal Lion 

Miniature: Is a Fiat Uno a miniature car? 

Minuscule: You score ‘A minus’ for this link, as their is a minuscule error 

Necessary: 
a) It’s necessary to listen in class 
b) It’s neCeSSary to pull your shirt, which has 1 collar and 2 sleeves, over your left and right ears
c) Playing Chess isn’t necessary

Neighbour: Our neighbour at number eight is a right laugh 

Orchestra: To play in the orchestra’s brass section, you need to have a big chest to store those mighty lungs 

Panicking: If panicking is your thing are you known as the ‘Panic King’?

Pepperoni: Just pepper on 1 and pepperoni on the other, please.

Permanent: A lion, with its striking mane, is a permanent threat

Pistachio: Opening pistachios chips nails 
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Possesses: Po55e55e5 has 5 Ss. 

Preferred: I prefer red

Principal and Principle: Principa(L)eader, Principl(E)thos

Privilege: It’s a privilege just to touch 1 leg of yours, Mr Beckham

Recommend:
a) I recommend you use commas and full stops
b) I recommend you run on the common
c) I recommend you read my comments in your school report

Registrar: Our school registrar is really strict! 

Satellite: Satellite telly

Secretary: a) Shh, it’s a secret Mary b) Shh, it’s a secret, Miss Secretary

Something: Something seems wrong to me

Sometimes: Sometimes home sucks!

Supersede: Nadal and Djokovic have managed to superseDE ‘Super’ seED Federer

Suspicion/Suspicious: A suspect looks suspicious

Vegetable: Get the vegetables and put them on the table

Wednesday: ‘Send’ is in the word Wednesday, backwards (dnes)

Worcester: Feel the force of Worcester Sauce!

Xylophone: X and Y of Xylophone make a Z sound
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Ten letter words

Adolescent: Adolescent child

Altogether (completely/entirely): Salt is altogether different to pepper

All together (at the same time): 

Funnily enough, ‘All together’ can be separated, ie ‘We did it all together’ or ‘We all did it together’ 

Cincinnati: I tan Nic, Nic. (Cincinnati backwards) ... Do you? 

Commitment: With commitment you can get to the summit of anything

Definitely:
a) Oops, I’m definitely in it now!
b) It’s definitely spelled ‘One Tel’ not ‘1 Tel’
c) There’s a finite number of ways to link this word and this is definitely one of them

Exaggerate: 
a) You need to exaggerate to stagger me 
b) That’s not a dagger. Don’t exaggerate!
c) In the penalty box, footballer Agger exaggerates when being tackled 

Exhilarate: Hi Lara (Croft), do you find archaeology exhilarating?

Extinguish: On the TV, did Pingu extinguish the fire at the zoo?

Fishmonger: Fishmongers pong

Government: Who does govern the government?

Illiterate: Will it be a problem if I’m illiterate? 

Irrelevant: A Rolls Royce, Learner plate and van ... is this all irrelevant? 

Laboratory: Shall we use a laboratory rat or not? 

Lieutenant: Don’t lie, u tenant. You haven’t paid me!

Marvellous: I’ve got a marvellous pair of legs (ll)

Mayonnaise: Is Double N (Dublin) in County Mayo? (Mayonnaise)

Millennium: Y2K has 2 Ls, 2 Ms & 2 Ns (Millennium)

Parliament: 
a) My parent LIAM is in parLIAMent
b) I am in parliament
c) I email (liame backwards) parliament but never hear back 

Patisserie(s): My favourite Postman Pat is Series 1 

Permission: Permission to go to the loo, Miss? 

Plagiarise: Liar! You did plagiarise my idea!

Protractor: A ‘pro’ tractor driver needs to know his angles

Repertoire: Re, Per, To, I, and Re ... what a repertoire of small words!
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Restaurant: 
a) In a restaurant, U rant at a waiter
b) There’s a certain aura about restaurant-owner Gordon Ramsay

Sharpening: Sharpening a pencil

Silhouette: Take the ‘s’ (for shadow) out of the word ‘house’ (Silhouette)

Stationary: a) Stationary? Call the AA b) A Stationary car

Stationery: a) Toner is in the word Stationery b) E-mail is killing off stationery

Veterinary: Is there an ER in a veterinary hospital?

Vocabulary: Babies have a different vocabulary... la, la, la, la...
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Eleven Letters

Accommodate: I’d love 2 C if the O2 Arena could accommodate all of the world’s M&Ms

Achievement: 
a) The achievement of man wasn’t possible without Eve. 
b) New Year’s Eve is a time to reflect on your year’s achievements

Anniversary: 
a) My parents are off to Double N (Dublin) for their wedding anniversary
b) An anniversary is usually an annual event

Association: The SS and CIA are spy associations.

Cappuccino: ‘I C cuppa’ is in Cappuccino backwards

Caterpillar: Cater Pillar

Comfortable: 
a) R you able to get comfortable on the loo?

Complement: A complement completes something

Compliment: Save the compliments, slime-ball!

Counterfeit: Is the second ‘e’ in this word a counterfeit? 

Environment: 
a) Ironmen triathlons are a high-energy environment
b) There’s pressure on men and women to create a green environment
c) Nvironment

Hallucinate: When you hallucinate, all U C are figments of your imagination

Immigration: Immigration is so Mickey Mouse

Magnificent: What a magnificent ice-cream!
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Maintenance: I give our maintenance man ten out of ten. 

Millionaire: Millie became a milliONAIRe ON-AIR

Mississippi: Miss is sipping some water

Opportunity: I’ll support you at every opportunity

Persistence: With persistence, you’ll get ten out of ten in your spelling test

Pomegranate: At home, gran ate pomegranate

Reminiscent: Are recent MINIS reMINIScent of the old style?

Temperature: Temperatures in the modern era are rising
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Twelve letter words

Abbreviation: B&B and BBC are abbreviations

Acceleration: A motorcycle has serious acceleration

Accidentally: Tall people accidentally bang their heads

Handkerchief: Handkerchief

Independence: E-mail gives you independence

Onomatopoeia: Old McDonald had a farm, e i e i a??? With a quack quack here... (a quack is an OnOmatOpOeia and the four Os 
correspond to the four letters in farm).

Refrigerator: An ice-cool ref rig a match? Never! 

Surveillance: I hate surveillance cameras so much that it makes me feel ill! 

Taramasalata: tArAmAsAlAtA
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Thirteen Letters

Accommodation: (the most commonly misspelled word going)
What are a Cheshire Cat, Mickey Mouse and Scooby Doo doing in my accommodation? 

Accommodation: Our accommodation needs 2 cots and 2 mattresses as we now have twins

Archaeologist: Archaeologist, Indiana Jones’ arch rivals often ended up in A&E 

Confectionery: Confectionery has E numbers

Extraordinary: Extra Ordinary

Massachusetts: At mass, does a church provide settees?

Mediterranean: Uncle Terry’s won a Mediterranean cruise!

Questionnaire: Ladies and gentlemen, we are now approaching Double N (Dublin). Could you please fill out the ‘Ryanair’ 
questionnaire? Thank you.

Fourteen letter words

Correspondence: e-mail is the Rolls Royce of correspondence

Uncontrollable: A rolling stone is uncontrollable
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Add your links to Thinkalink 

Well, that just about covers it, for now. There are more than 1200 words linked in this book. However, this is only the beginning as  
there are many more links out there waiting to be unearthed! 

This book is purely about spelling but, don’t forget, linking works for learning any fact too, from how many eyes a bee has (five, 
which rhymes with hive) to what the medical terms are for being knock-kneed (Genu Valgum: Does gum stick the knees together?) 
and bow-legged (Genu Varum: Lots of air flows through the gap). 

My website www.Thinkalink.co.uk is continually evolving as more links are added. So if you want anything linked, anything at all, be 
it spelling or fact, then submit your request and let’s see what the linkers of all shapes and sizes from around the world can come 
up with. The suggested links can either be cuddled and hugged or swept under the rug. If it’s the latter then try and think of your 
own and submit it. I will then chuck it up the flagpole to see who salutes it (each link is given a mark out of 10 by the public). Who 
knows, it may even end up in a book one day …

Linking is subjective. So what works for one person may not work for another. As there is more than one answer, there could be, 
say, five links for the capital of Sweden being Stockholm. Who cares if it’s not a popular one - I just want you to find the links that 
work for you! 

I must just quickly say a huge ‘thank you’ to those who have submitted links to date. The site is a meeting place online for 
everyone to share their pearls of wisdom. All I am doing is kick-starting the whole process. 

I hope you have enjoyed the ride and, more importantly, grasped the concept of linking and how powerful this underused learning 
tool can be to aid your child’s spelling.

Pip pip! 

Sir Linkalot
Sir Linkalot
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Sir Linkalot is the alter ego of Andy Salmon. Andy has loved playing with words since his early teens when his 
father introduced him to crosswords. In 1995 he dreamed up the idea of Thinkalink after creating word links so he 
could remember the capital cities of every country. After a career as a foreign exchange broker and later an owner 
of a recruitment company, Andy made the move to full-time spelling and fact linking. In 2007 he departed the 
London rat race and moved with wife Alex and their triplets to Sussex. They’ve all caught the linking bug too.

Illustrator Bill Stott started his career with cartoons for Punch in the 1970s. His illustrations are regularly included 
in publications such as the Times Educational Supplement, Private Eye and numerous books.

Spelling doesn’t have to be a struggle: in fact, spelling can be fun! Using hilarious links to help your child remember 
how to spell any word, Thinkalink! takes your child from mixed-up letters to spelling even the most diffi cult words.

Natural:U R A natural speller.

The linking technique, based on mnemonics but upgraded for the twenty-fi rst century, is a fast and funny guide to 
spelling every word. By creating rhymes that put letters in the correct formation, linking can be applied to any and 
every word. This guide is packed with more than a thousand spelling links to get you started and a super simple 
guide to creating your own links.

Defi nitely: There’s a fi nite number of ways to link this word and this is defi nitely one of them.

Whether your child is just starting to learn to spell, is a struggling learner or is striding forwards in the gifted and 
talented group, they will all love learning these clever and pithy links. As spelling correctly is a life skill, this book is 
ideal for children and parents alike.

Because: because a use for linking is helping you to spell.

You don’t need any prior knowledge of linking as this book is for everyone. Thinkalink! will take you and your chid 
from spelling mistakes to spelling success in a few easy steps.

Ready? Ready, aim ... fi re!


